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New hits and miss.es of the
season for the discerning potato.
~SEE LIFESTYLES,A8
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Stutl~nts .complain of.

high requirements
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CHRISTINE DELLERT
. Senior Staff Writer
I

Progressive · Council' officers Will meet
Wednesday with representatives froni other student organizations ' to discuss overturning the
'. Golden Rul~ amendment. The amendment, enacted
by the administration last year, n\,ised the grade
poiµt average reqliirement for student leaders from
2.3 to 2.5. ·
Representatives from the Progressive Council,
an umbrella group for liberal campus organizations, say they will also target the group-resp<msibility policy-whicti·holds entire student organizations responsible if several of their ,m embers de9ide
to mis'Qehave together - .and the number of free
assembly areas, both outlined in the Golden Rule.
"Many students are spe~ifically concerned about
free speech," said Emily Ruff,' co-chairpers~n of the
Progressive Council. "But more are concerned
about the.GPA requirements and the group respon·Sibility policy, so we're going to work together."
Included in the Progressive Council's campaign
are members of the Student Government
Association and the UCF.lnterfraternity Council.
I
The Golden RlJ,l.e i.S a compilation of the university's student conduct and activities policies. Faculty,
staff and stude.nts propose changes to the Golden
Rule's policies and vote on the r~commendations
. , • each month at review committee meetin= before
administr.a tors have the final vote iii the spring.
Student leaders complain that low student attendance at committee meeting'S has caused adminis-.
trators to overlook the demands of the entire student body.
1
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Astudent pauses her crying long enough t9 listen to the officer explain lhat
she's going to jail for running when they attempted to arrest her, above.

1

Police outside gate 'C' at the Citrus Bowl check valid IDs for the student-only
eritrance, left. Three different levels of security at the student entrance kept
· potential gate-crashers out but led to lengthy wait times'at kickoff;
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Fewer underage pusts at first home game than last ye~
.

,
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their backs. They carry the usual array of tools
BEN BAIRD
Senior Staff Writer
on their belts: because as Garzone said to one
inqlliringtailgater, "We want you to.know we're
VV.hen German Garzone woke up Saturday here."
morning he knew a lot of people wouldn't know
Garzone and his officers'. task for the day is
who he worked for, and wouldn't appreciate his to find underage drinkers and arrest them. He
presence. A lot of people would prefer he didn't ' says the police are there to ·keep thing'S safe,
come to work at all. The laid back and cheerful and to stop drunk driving accidents from hapGarzone does his job anyway, because he says pening. He remembers how he saw UCF stuhe's saving lives.
dents die in an accident on the night of a home- '
He's the ~ptain of the F1orida Divis'ion of coming game; and he d~sn't wl;lnt it to happen
Alcoholic Beverages and Tubacoo, ABT. His again. .
' department, commonly mistaken for the federal
Gprwne's day consists of a cycle of searchbureau · of Alcohol, Tubacco and Firearms, ing the student parking lots at the Citrus Bowl,
scours clubs and ba.rS looking for underage carding students until he finds one underage:
drinkers. On this Saturday though, he's watch- · ,He'll arrest the drinker, charge him or her with
ing the crowd at the Citrus Bowl, as they enjoy underage possession of alcohol, and then start
UCF1s first home football game.
over again.
.
PRrtnered with officers of the UCF Police
Along with another officer, Garzone patrols
' Department, ABT has a presence at the@.me of' the parking lot searching for students who may
BEN BAIRD I CENTRAL FlORIOA FUTURE ·
around 20 officers, all wearing uniforms with
An
officer
with
tile
Florida
Division
of Alcoholic Beverages and
'
PLEASESEE UCF ON A2
white shirts embl~p.ed .with "POLICE~.. on

E> ~

PLEASE SEE

CAMPUS ONA6

Tobacco dumps out beer confiscated from an underage drinker.

1raq.bill irkS.Some·sm.den~
. "Tb.ere has to be another solu- izations in various countries in the
.tion,"
Senior Patria Aguila saJd. Persian Gulf. '
.
• Senior StaffWr)ter
· "That's just too mu~h rrioney and·
'llie war, and its aftermath, is
As viole:o.ce conti.Jiues to erupt in . our soldiers are tired. Tb.ere are bet- estimated to· have' cost $150 billion
the Middle East, President George · ter ways to spend that much,money. . and is considered by many Victory
W. Bush faced the nation Sunday [Bushl t8.l.ks about it like he's all for the . Bush administration.. But
night when he announced he would about our country but he's not ·tak- during discussions of the la.st war. be asking Co:o.gress for an _estimated · ing care of his coµntry; he's just.dig- funding bill in :(VIarch, members of
$87 billion for.' the continued U.S. · ging a bigger hole. I mean there are Congress complained about the lack
occupation of Iraq.
people without jobs here.at horn~."
of detail regarding spending, and
'The amount is consid~rab~y more ·
In that same speech Bµsh were told by the administration not
than the administration had predict- warned the nation that building sta- · to worry. Christopher Flellman, who
ed and, beCause· of the current state bility and peace would continue to .is Director of Military spending over,of the economy in the United States, be a long ~d costly process. Two ,sight Jn Wasb.irigton's Center for
many believe that the .administra- yei;trs following the Sept. 11 attacks, Arms Control and Non-Proliferation,
tion needs· to recon·s ider the price the Bush administration C9ntinues said that now Congress 1will not ·
tag. .
to pursue suspected t~iTorist or~- allow.a "don't worry" excuse.

·PATRICIA-XAVIER
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Most agree that Congress Wm ·',
give Bush the money, but experts '
agree that it will not be without criticism. UCF POlitical .Science Chair
Roger Handberg said that · the ·
acimihistration ' has strategized the
~g of the· request in order to
avoid criticiSm.
"We ' don't really know what
Bush's longterm plan is," Handberg
said. "He hasn't introduced a plan
that says how he 'is going to 'handle
future troop buildup. Obvi~msly it
appears that there's going·to be a
need to put more troops on: the
PLEASE SEE

FIX ON A4
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NATALIE RODRIGUEZ
?taffWriter
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ROCKflags go
up slowly,.finally
.BEN BAIRD

Senior StaffWriter .

Hispanic stlldents kick off celebration·Wedn~Sday
Hispanics, based on his book "Do
Plata.nos Go Wit' Collard Greens?"
All evE)nts are free for students and
Festivities for this year'.s Hispanic two , dollars for non-students. All the
Awareness Month will kick off this · money that is · being raised ·goes
Tuesday in the Student . lJnion towards Hispanic American Student
Building. The Tuesday events are Association's beneficiaries: AIPS
sponsored by the Mexican American 4-.wareness and Education for
Student Association and will.focus on Hispanics. Ill a,ddition, on Oct. 15
Mexico's independence.
HASA and Lambda Theta Alpha will
Th~ ,most awaited event for . t,h e
.hand out AIDS Awareness ribbons for
month is the college version of the Off- Latino AIDS Awateness Day hi front of
Broadway play ''Yo Soy Latina." The the Stl,ldent Union.
play is modeled after ·Eve Ensler's
director Juliet TI·~vino
Vagina Monologues. Responses .from believes that it is important for everyLatinas were inoorporated into the one to participate ·in HAM because
play. Another event that is muc~ antic- "now that Hispanics are the largest
ipated by the comrp.ittee is guest minority ill the United States, it is
speaker David Lamb. He will be speak:. important for us to come together as a
ing about the siinilarities and differ- ·
ences between African Americans and ·
PLEASE SEE HAM ON A2

ISAAC BABCOCKI CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Heather Smith, president of ROCK, stands before a newly in.stalled.flag
in Classroom Building I.The installation drew press but no protesters. ·

After a delay of four days, the first of 250
.American flags .purchaseg by a . campus student
.group was hung in an . auditorium classroom on
Friday.

,

Fb)lowingmonths of deliberation of a ·flagfunding
bill by the SGA Senate; who eventuallyvoted i~ down,
the conservative student group Rebuilding on a
Conservative Kornerstone, ROCK, raised the money
tO buy the flags itself. Tb.tough private donations of
$3,140 raised on the Shannon Burke radio show,
ROCK purcha.Sed 250 American flags, one for every
UCF classroom.
.1
VV.hen ROCK began its quest to place the flags,
the UCF .Admini,stration agreed to allow the hanging, which the Physical Plant would install for fre~.
UCF President John Hitt sent an e-mail to the student body Tb.ursd~y, explaining the university's support of the flags, despite protests from some ' students and faculty. ,
"The choice is, for me, simple and compelling,''
Hitt's letter read. "UCF will accept arid proudly dis_play1the flags in our classrooms. In doing so, we
PLEASE SEE

HITT ONA7

ANGELA KATSARELISI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Juliet Trivino, right, and Cynthia R(!driguez, members of the Hispanic American Student Association,
review notes during a planning session for activities duri~g Hispanic Awareness Month.

Stud~nt groups face

off on flag issue, see A4
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Around Cam.pus~ ..

, ,Week in Science
The UCF~sponsored Fan Fal~ eveht, designed to increasoafety ·
and provide more entertainment for tailgaters, saw few
·
spectators as game time neared. Below, tables and chairs In front
of a JumboTron screen at Tinker Field, 'adjacent to .the Citrus Bowl,
sit empty shortly after kickoff.

Talk to the.president tomorrow
UCF President John Hitt and
.other· UCF administrator~ Will
host an open forum for students
11:30 a.m. to 12:30p.m. Tuesday in
Key West Ballroom 218AB of the
Student; Union. All UCF student.s
invited t6 talk to the. group, to1
include Provost Terry Hickey, ;Vice
Presidents- William Merck, To:m
'Huddleston and Dan Hols.enbeck

Left, stands fn the Citrus Bowl filled with students and area fans to
cheer on UCF's Golden Knights for their first home game of the
season. Announced attendance was 25,144, an increase of 4,000
over !ast year's home opener against Libe..fy.

are

Iron-breathing 'Strain 121' can live ill
•
temperatures as high as 121 degrees Celsius.

Administration warns of new virus

Most primitive lifeform discovered ;

'users of the Wmdows NT 4.0,
Wmdows 2000 and .Wmdows XP
operating systems .may be vulnerable to a new virus circulating the
Irlternet. UCF officials describe
the vi:rtis· as a "serious threat" to
the UCF eomputer network Users
of the above operating systems
should go to the following address
to get software updates that will
solve this vulnerability problem:
Windowsupdate.microsoft.coin
. . '

In the continuation of their ·
studies
of · , 'iron-breathing' : mici:obes,. . scientistS at the'.
UD.iversity of MassaGhusetts have ;
found
alien organism that :
, , · - thrives at an astonii:;hing, 250 .
degrees in the volcanic g-ashe~ of·
the deep sea. ThiS microbe, which.
belongs to a group of bacteria that '
uses iron as a means. of respira. tion instead·oi oxygen, is llfdged to
be the most primitive form Qf life
ever discovered. This 4iscovery '
· · suggests·that all life on earth ma~
· have originated fr.om a microl;>e.
that breathed iron. This finding
gives scientists the key to leaining.
chemical pathways that eons ago1 •
could have led to the dawn of bio--.
logical evolutidn.

an

S.R. 434 laQes to shift Wednes~ay
Construction on 434, known as ·
Alafaya Trail in Orange County,
will require a ·shift in traffic, estimated to occur Wednesday. Traffic
in both directions will move to the
new southbound lanes from south
of Econ River Place to south of
Chapman Road in ·Oviedo. Wet
weather or other tj.elays could
change the lane shift.schedule..
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'

lJCF legal ,experts said 'plead guilty'

Only in rare cases did the offi- · ing .a b¥r - then .w e walk l!-P, ing sure that the, people coming
cers run into problems, such as -identify ourselves to ·them .a nd into the tent are aware that they
them to prodµce identifica- do have a right not to pay for the ·
look underage. He's also looking . a female suspect attempting to
for telling signs: people ' who . run from the officers. She got . tion," l;le said ''.If they're under- ticket," · he said. However,
Muslim students to meet on Wed.
quickly put down their beer 'cuffed. !fild takeri to jail, cryip.g age then we 'bring them back Bentley s3.id ignoring the ticket
The first - Muslim-. Students
· when the officers approaCh, or. while they explained what hap- here' [the police tent], · and we is not an option; doing so .will
Ass9ciation meeting of the year ·
who may just seem too nervous pens when, you resist arrest.
issue them a citation."
lead to a coµrt summons.
.will be held at 4 p:m. Wednesday in
in the officers' presence. A friend of 'a nother arrested
Signing and paying the cita- !. B~ntley's advice to -stud~nts
the. St4dent Union Room 316D. . . , In one incident the offiGers : woman came by to rant at offi- tion is a $266 admittance of guilt, who receive the tickets iS to co~
The MSA ·w ill be 'introducing new
'n,oticed_a very young looking girl cers, ·,yelling, "You're ruining . accordingtoaflierbeinghariped tact either him, or Student Legal
officers arid discussing upcoming . " sitting on a cooler drinking from p09ples' lives."
out in front of the police tent by Services, so the student can: be
events. All students are welcome.
'a beer. bottle. The officers card .
Faced with hostiljty, the offi- meinbers of the SGA judicial made aware of options and how·
·Refreshments will be provided,
her, and confirm' their suspi~ion. cers explained the situation to department. ·
to handle the situation.
.
She's\mderage. They arrest her the friend, asking him-to get his
"If you plead no contest, pay
Even. after the· SGA officials
.Free NASA tour tor certain majors
and dump a full cooler of beer mend legal help.
the fines and court costs, and left' the ·a rea ·the officers continThe
Future
· Public
into the.grass.
The arrestee, a woman in you are ·subsequently asked if ued to ;hand out the fliers for
,Administrators has arranged for a
'.The' crqwd .surrounding the UCF's nursing program, asked you have ever entered a plea of SGA, arid refeITed students to
free "behind the scenes" tour with
girl cried out, not for .t he arrest to remain anonymous. /'This is guilty or no contest t6 a crime,. the fliers when' they asked for
NASA administrators at Kennedy
of the girl, but for the wasted '[expletive] - I don't knowwhat your answer will have to be ,legal advice'.
,Space Center from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Busch and Bud products.
else to say," the girl said. She YES," the flier warns. ,
By kickoff there had been 36
1
on Friday. The tour is open to all ·
The joking and fun of stu- said she was afraid the arrest
·~ lot of students have been arrests made, a far cry from the
Public Administration students
dents enjoyitig game day filled a would get 'her kicked out of the picked up for underage drinking, 80 arrests made at the first
and is designed to provide an .
day sprihkled with the unpleas- nursing major; this is her second and we want to inform them that game of last year's season. The
opportunity . for students to find
ant arre~ts of young drinkers. arrest for underage drinking. if they do pay for the ticket that officers say it prov~s they're
out what it is like to work .for a
Students shook the officers' Her·first had resulted in a warn- , they are admitting to a crinie, making a difference.
·
, national
such as NASA
hands, .- two · 25-year-old girls ing from the nursing school's and therefore being . arrested
'We'.re sending strong mes' and to interact with it's leaders.
offered their IDs, but asked the d~an.
.
!fild having an arrest record," sage that we're not alloWing
The dfrectors of human resoUrces,
"Ifwe see someone who looks · said Willie Bentley, SGA judicial underage drinking to go on here
, officers to guess their ~.
, . finance and procurement' are key
·
·
Nearly everyone mistakenly youthful in appearance - if advisor.
at this establishment," Garzo;ne
p:resentets in the morning fol- ·
they're dri:Qking a beer or hold- 1 'We're pretty mpch jµst milk- .said.
called the officers ATF agents.
lowed by a tour of launch facilities
, ·t
·in the afternoon. Internship and
co-op HR representatives. have
requested that anyon~.~terested.
~in wor~g for NASA brj!ig a
·:resiµne ·w ith them. Spape iS Uinit- ·
ed. To sigD.--:UP or·for Il!Ore infqr- ,
I HASA that sponsors it," Rivera
HAM SC,hedule of e\ients.
mation, &mail ~oody Hughes
explained.
r at'Iµiughes37@hotJnall.com. ' ..
.colleCtive Hispanic .whole and
The six participating organi- , TheeventsthatareplannedforHAMare: ·
eelebrate." · ·
zations that are sponsoring
Sept.16-HAM kkkoffsponsored by MASA fnim 11-~pm in su 21sc
1
Student senate to meet
· ·Janelle Rtvera, Direc~or of HAM events are the Society of
• StartlngSept.17PennyWarswillbeln.fnmtoftheStQ!lentUnioneveryWednesctayfrvm12to
2pm. For penny wars there will be three bins representing the Caribbean, South America, and
' · Watch as UCF's· elected and ,
the HAM c;ommittee, added that Hispanic
Professional
CentralAmerica/Mexico,dependlngonwhlchregionone~lsmostpasslonateabout,onewiD
: selected , government debate
cultural awareness is the main Engineers (SHPE), National
put pennies In the bin.The pennies are plus om~ and everyother coin Is a minus for that specific
: issues that affect the student body.
reason why everyone should be Society 'of Minorities in
region.ThemoneythatisraisedwlllbenefitAIDSAwarenessandEducatlonforHlspanks.
The SGA will meet at 7 p.m. in the
a part of the events. "It gives . Hospitality, Lambda Theta
· Sept.20-"YoSoylatinn30plnCommunications101 · '
·' ' Key West Ballroom of the Student
you . an opportunity to meet . Alpha' ·Latin-. Sorority, Inc., t • Sept.23·Minority6reekDiSQISSion~su21sc ·
•Union., A gallery for spectators is
~ther J_,atinos on campus.
Lambda TJ:leta Phi Fraternid~d
Sept.24-Bowlingnightstartsat9pmatBoardwatkBowl
· available at the rear of the room,
There's a lot of educational and , Latina, Inc., Mexican American
. Sept.27-Soccertoilmament11Hpmatthelntramuralgrounds
: and the public, as usual, will have
social events. It's all to one's Studenf
Association
and
Sept.JIHatinoJeopardy4-6pmSU21sc •
·
• Oct.2- Serenade ofEntertainment 7-1lpm live Oak
: time to speak before their senate
benefit."
REACH Peer Education. These
, Oct. 7·REAOIHIVDis<ussion·"l.atinosandHNWhatCanWeDo"4-SpmSU 21 ac
· ; and executive officers.
· Rivera explained that this · orgruiizations, in conjunction.
cict.&GuestspeakerDavidLa'1!b,authorof"DoP1atanosGowithCoUardGreens'' at
year's HAM events 'are very dif- with HASA, met once a week for
7pm inSU2188 . .'
•
~Intramural sign-up deadlines
ferent from past years. Last · tlµ'ee months in the summer .
Oct. lO.Movienightwlthdiscussion-"RealWomenhaveCurves"7pmSU218D
• • Baseball - Sept. 22
spring the committee ,surveyed pl~ fo,r HAM.
• · Oct.14- Battte ofthe sexes4:6pm su 21sc
students to see what types of
HASA was founded in UCF . ~ .Oct.18-AnnualGalawlthr111i!entertainmentandfood7·midnlghtKeyWest21BA-D
'. " • Co-Rec Flag' ' .
Fbotball - Sept. 22 .,
events · they wanted fer~ HAM. in 1986. At that time HAM was
Oct..1~LakeClairepimic1Hpm
• • Mi~ght Bowling- Sept. 29
This year's activi'ties are stu- G{>lµposed of ~ne or two events,
.
.. .
. '
..
'
• Badminton Singl~s - Oct.. 1
dent oriented.
"R'Nera added that: in the past, September, "it w~ . way of•.. every; ~ange; we haye something
: • Kirk Speraw Three
In addition to the students' HAMwas.questioned'regarding compromising," she said. ·The for everyqne." Each .. eve~t has
! on ThreeBB
input, HASA invited and why it begins in i:nid.September official date for. "National an organiZation that sponsors it
i 9hallenge - Oct. 6
' encourage<;). other organizatio~ and ends in mid October. It does Hispanic Herit~e , Month" is· · 41 coalition with HASA.
• Punt, Pass; and Kick - Oct. 13
· to get ir1¥01Ved in HAM..'~This· is , npt take up the ~hole ~ortth of Sept. 15 through Oct.;t.5.' .
· Ffwera summarized the purSportsfest - Oct. 13
the first time .other · o~- .. Septemb~r because niost Latin ' Triyino also said, '~in corp~ · pose of the month: "One of. ~ur
• Table Tennis - Oct. 29
tions were included in t4e pJ:i.fi- countries celebrate thl3iJ.'. inde- · parison, this year we have lots goals is that evecy\>ody's coun• yolleyball :--- NQv. 3 .
ipTig of HAM. Usually .it's only pe~dence -,day . in
mid of events, tons of .events, frpm try is recogniZed."
•
• Basketball Bonanza~ Nov. 4
• 'Soccer~ Nov. 5 ;!,
.. .
·
"'· •
• All. Star Games 'T'""~ov. 5 :h, ~. ·
~.E
.. · • In~dual Spotfs" , :: . ""·""';ni-·> ,,.~:..(;l~:I: "
.·~ , • Trivia"- Nov. 12
.
.• - ,
.
, • DodgebalbEtllnlnator
halls. Most of them feel what
;. FRANK KOSHEL
sharers heating up, UCF stu-.
,
-Nov,.19 · ·\:. .·
they are doing is alright," said
~ .. , StaffWriter
dents are-also at risk of being
!;' •Bench Pre,~s·-: ~Q,,1 , ,' ;.:.
~
'
•
.. .....; ;:--·· 't
• "J..... \,
Scott. Interestingly enough thls
' · ' "
.
targeted by the recording indus· fall no one has been given a citaLashveek record compames try as well as facing possible
. led by the RecOrding Industry expulsion.
.·
tion yet for illegal file-sharing,
Association of America filed 261
· The Golden Rule states that
' due to the computer virus that .
, lawsuits against major file-sha,r:- 'university-computing resources
has ravaged UCF computers for
1
The Future wants to hear
ers-on the Internet including a shall not be used to assist in.the
the past few weeks. 'We haven't
~from you.· If you have a club,
· 12~year-old girl. Colleges all over unauthorized dupli~tion or disdone any (b~ctWidth monitor: organization or event and want
the
nation
are
cracking
down
·
tribution
Of
copyrighted
ma,teriing)
becalJ,se of the outbreak of
· your information to be consid~ .
t)le
slammer
virus," says Scott.
and
monitoring
their
students'
al
such
as
audio;
video,
pictures
· ered for the Around Campus col'
· However, once the virus
computer activities. Some stu- or . text. Ob~ously, UCF pro- RO~ERT SC01T
• umn, send · an e-mail to edidents accused of 'ille@ll file- lu'bits the ·pr~ce of file ~har
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR COMPUTER SERVICES proble;m has been solved, file. tor@UCFnews.com. Deadlines
sharing
}}ave
had'
.
to
settle
their
ing,
but
how
strongly
does
UCF
sharers beware: "'last fall UCF
:. are 5 p.m. Mond~y for· the
lawsuits with the RIAA, with a , enforce this policy?
,
was averaging around seventy ·
•Thursd~y edi~ion, and 5 p.m.
· case. fuvolving four ' Princeton,
Robert Scott, ~ho c9ntrols then disconnects that user's citations a week," Scott said. He
· Friday for the Monday edition.
students resulting in fines of network operations at UGF, car.i port and notifies the studt;lnt explajned th~ problem. accordi
around $15,000 ,per person.
sp'o t which . students violate ,legal department.
.~
mg to UCF la~ "university poll- '
An estimat.ed 60 million UCF's Internet policies. He can
Scott .i s particularly Vigilant cy 2018 states that university
" Solution& ;
~-· ... .A,mericans participate in , ¢e find the top ten.bandwidth users · during the fall semesters. "The ' resources shall be used only for .
. sharing over the Internet, and on the UCF internet service at · fall ' semester is the worst the purposes of academic,
. thousands of UCF students add any time. The more files some- semester every year because administrati".e, and research
. to those numbers. With the·con- one allows to be uploaded, the you have the highest ·influx· of
PLEASE SEE NABBED ~N A7
. flict between the RIAA. ~d file- easier it is for him to ~pot. He freshmen -living in the residence
FROM

Al

ask

agency

.

'

~

Many organs damaged by sm9king ·
Res¢archers , at t~e National,
Institute on Drug Abuse
~ounced that smoking not only
causes damage to ~e heart, lling,
and arteries, it also affects the kidneys and spleen. It has been
shown that nicotine lowers the levels of enzyme·monoamine o:xidase
B, MAO-B. This enzyine, at normal levels, brea.Ks down com;
·pounds that raise blood pressure.
It also helps break down chemi:
cals foundin foods like cheese and
wine. Reduction in the levels of
· MAO-B, which is one .of the side
effecis of smoking, is thought to be
the c@ntributing effect of nicotine
damage on· many orgruis of the
body.
·

a

~

Th~rsd~i·

•
The machine behind Tom Pasquini, left, and
Aaron Le~nhardt can almost reach absolute
zero, the temper<1ture at which atoms stop.

·Coldest temperature ever achieved . t
Scientists at l\1lT have cooled a
sodium,g-as to half-a-billionth of a
Q.egree above .,absolute Zero, the
lowest temperature ever recorded.
At room temperature the atoms ·
move at the speed of a jet airplane.
At this new record-low temperature, atoms are a million times .
slower - it takes them half a
.illinute to move one inch. This
could lead to improvements in precision measurements, and, give
scientists insight into the basic
,physics of matter. Absolute zero, a
state at which all atomic motion
comes to a standstill, is 0 k~lv.in (..
460 degrees F), and the newrecord temperature is. 500
picokelvin.
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· 0 file:'sharers: We're Watching you .
~

·"Last fall·UCF
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was averaging
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An X-ray image tak~n by the Chandra

Teles~ope shows movement of high-energy

sound waves traveling from the supern;iassive black hole.in the Persl!US Galaxy •
Cluster, shown as a white spot in the c;enter. • , ,
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Space is not silent after all

- COMPILED BY NASEEMSOWTI
IMAGES COURTESY OFNSF; MIT; NASA/CXC/IOA/A.FABIAN

Phone: 407-447-4555 • Fax: 407-447-4556
,
www.UCFnews.com • 3361 Rouse Road, Suite 115, Orlando, FL 32817

, Celebmting J5 years

Thursdays in faU and spring and Wed
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NAS.A'.s
,Chandra
X-ray
Observatory has dE;itected sound
wt:1.ves in ,a black hole in . the
Perseus Cluster. This black hole., ,
which is 250 p:lillion light yea,r~ '
from Earth, is believed.to produce
sounds that translate ' into the .. .
note B flat. However, humans
have no chance of hearing thiS .
cosmic performance, because the
note is over a million, billion times
. deeper than the limits of human
hearing. In other words, it is 57
, octaves lower than the middle C Of'.
a seven · octave , piano. Thes~
sound .waves ha:ye great scientific
value and ·m ay hold the .key to f1i.
uring out how galaxy clusters, the
largest structures ii) the Universe,
grow.
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BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI,
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Nation and World
Mideasttunnoil risks Bush'road map'

Point I Counterpoint

Actor John Ritter,54, dies of heart disolder Sharon, advisers agree to depose Arafat

WASHINGTON
. Despite
President Bush's pledge in June to
"ride herd" on Israelis and
Palestinians, the United States has
become little more than a witness to
rising bloodshed since early August,
seeming'ly powerless to steer the- two
sides back to the peace tab.le.
Now; with the hope of security for
Israelis and a state for Palestinians as
distant as ever, the administration is
taking none of the steps, at home or
abroad, that analysts say would lead to
a sustained peace initiative.
''You can't do Ara&Israeli peace on
the cheap," said Shlbley Telhami, the
Anwar Sadat professor at the
University of Maryland. ''You have to
expend political capital internationally
and at home."
Peace efforts by past presidents
have required months of coaljtion
building among Congress, American
Jewish groups and Arab-Americans·,
Telhami said -efforts he said are now
missing. i see no evidence of a strong
American role."
Fbr Bush, the failure so far of the
Middle East "road map" represents·
another setback to his vision for the
region that would follow war with Iraq.
Before the war, Bush had declared that
Saddam Hussein's removal would
inject new momentum into peacemak. ing between Israelis and Palestinians.

Flag turned ~to political
weapon by- ROCK

LOS ANGELES - Emmy Award- '
JERUSALEM - The Israeli govwinning actor John Ritter, who died ernment formally agreed to depose
unexpectedly Thursday night, had a Yasser Arafat Thursday, drawing
television career mark~ by comic defiant Palestinians around their
bookends. His most famous role was elected leader and threatening to
as a girl-chasing bachelor. And he was open an even more explosive episode
enjoying renewed success as a harried of Middle East violence. .
father chasing off boys after his two
In its most dramatic answer to
·teenage girls.
back-to-back suicide bombings that
In between, Ritter, 54, bounced killed 15 people this week, Israeli
between comedy and drama, playing Prime Wnister Ariel Sharon's securidiverse cbaracters such as a dying ty cabinet declared that "events of ,
Vietnam vet, the author of "The Wizard recent days have reiterated and
of Oz," an earnest San Francisco proven again that Yasser Arafat is a
policeman and a gay Southern shop complete obstacle to any process of
employee. The youngest son of famed recionciliation."
country western singer and actor Tex
With U.S. and European adminis
Ritter worked steadily, appearing in trations still opposed to exiling
more than 100 TV series and movies, Arafat, the cabinet purposely left
feature films and stage plays.
undefined the timing and parameters
But Ritter, who would have cele- of any possible action - from isolabrated his 55th birthday on tion to assassination - but moved
Wednesday, will forever be best known ever closer .to an ouster that many in
as Jack Tripper, the closeted hetero- the region predict would escalate the
sexual who shared a Santa· Monica bloodshed and hurtle peacemaking
apartment with two sexy si.ngie women hopelessly out of reach.
on ABC's hit sitcom "Three's
''.Arafat has brought heavy disasCoi:p.pany."
ter on Israel, and the war on terror
The actor's loose-limbed physical won't be completed until his influence
comedy and verbal antics earned him is removed," Sharon said. One of his
an Emmy and a Golden Globe. While senior advisers, Zalman Shoval,
never a favorite with critics, ''Three's desCI'lbed the decision as "putting
Company" aired for seven seasons and Arafat and the rest of the world on
was a top 10 favorite for most of its run. notice that Israel has decided that
It is in reruns on cable's ick at Nite.
enough is_enough."

teachers say to Bush speech
and a lot of money," Martin said. "We
created the problero over there so we
ground. He wants to get a big price have to help fix it, but there·should be
t.ag out there now so next year he can a boundary so we can fix the probcome in with $45 billion and everyone lems here." ·
will say 'See how much less he's askHandberg thinks that if Bush's
ing for?' Their fear is that, like the economic strategies do not change it
Vietnam War, they're going to contin- may cost him the 2004 election.
ually come in and ask for more money .
"[The
administration]
has
and that will lead to the ugiy word of chahged their tune," he said. "They
quagmire. So what he's trying to do is used to say deficits were terrible and
to take the political hit now and get it now they are saying deficits are fine.
out of the way; because a year from I don't think Congress will say no to a
the election not much is goingto_ha~ president who has wrapped himself
pen. A year from now, it will matter."
in the flag and American soldiers.
The possible cost of the ·postwar The reality is he's going to get the
commitment angered some UCF stu- money. What I suspect the democrats
dents who believe that- the adminis- will do is they will force votes when
tration has completed its goal and they say 'If you're going to give this
needs to withdraw from the country. money to Iraq or the Iraqi·people, why
Junior Reyna Martin said she didn't can't you· give this money to the
care much for Bush's plans and said American people?"'
Although all plans for the money
she believes Bush's request is unreasonable in a time of economic difficul- have not been publicly announced,
ties.
some experts have analyzed the
"They need to establish some kind breakdown of the $87 billion. Hellman
of government in Iraq, but then even says that although he is not sore how
after that we'll have to sustain that the reconstruction money will be allogovernment and that will take a while cated, $20 billion will go directly into

KHARIS ROJAS

CHRIS KINTNER

Vice-Chairman of UCF College Republicans

President of UCf CDIJege Democrats

What started off as a simple request for
funding for American flags has gotten to be
a nasty campaign of name calling. So far,
these are the facts: Rebuilding on a
Conservative Kornerstone, or ROCK,
received permission from the UCF administration to put up flags in all UCF classrooms. SGA has no role in this. ROCK
requested $3,000 funding from SGA for the
cost of the flags. SGA denied the bill,
despite apparent student support. ROCK
· collected donations on the radio to buy the
flags, and succeeded. The U.S. flags were
brought on campus as a gift to UCF.
ROCK demonstrated their commitment
to having U.S. flag& in the classrooms by
taking their·message to the airwaves and
starting a grassroots campaign that raised
the money. According to those that oppose
putting U.S. flags in the classrooms, ROCK
should have quit aft~r SGA denied them the
money.
These flags are a gift to ·us, the students
of UCF, donated by people in the commllnity. We should thank ROCK and all . the
donors for their efforts to get us the flags
with no cost to UCF. Alas, instead of being
a united student body giving thanks for a
gift, a loud minority has embarrassed us.
What should be common sense, that
American flags in AmeriGa are OK, has
turned into a perfect opportunity for UCF
students to appear ungrateful. spoiled and .
embarrassed of the American flag. The
U.S. flag· that flew during our nation's
greatest moments and victories like V-Day
and the landing on the moon, and our times
of indignity such as the slave ships and
Japanese detention camps, is being turned
away from our classrooms. The U.S. flag
has crossed all the oceans, survived the
night in Fbrt McHenry and traveled in outer
space. Yet some find it inappropriate to
hang it on our classroom walls.
You will hear from those that want to
censor the display of the flags that the U.S.
flag will stifle free speech. They're talking
about you. They are telling you that if you
supj>ort putting up the U.S. flag in the classroom you are a radical
They are tellingyou that you should feel
gililty for even thinking about wanting the
American flag in the classroom. Many of us
that wish to ~ the U.S. flag in the classrooms support the right to burn flags, and
the right of people not to stand for the
Pledge. Since when has respectfully placing the American flag on the wall been
immoral? The international students association supports flags in the classroom; are
they helping to hinder free speech?
We are not radicals, we are not oppressors, and we are not pushing any agenda.
We are simply students from all walks of
life that are thankful for the many blessings
this country gives us everyday, and we wish
to show our thanks by having~ in the
classrooms. Is that wrong?

Fix Iraq and get out, students and
FROM Al

Complaining about national
symbol embarrassed UCF

the reconstruction of Iraq, but the
rate at which that money will be spent
remains unknown.
"My assumption is they'll try to get
some work started immediately.
They'll expand work that's_already
going on," Hellman said. "The number no one really knew about was
that $20 billion in economic assistance. You don't know if that number
will go up or down. You hope it goes
down, particularly when you get
those oil fields working to generate
revenue, and that's assuming our
allies in Europe decide to contribute
as well. This is a country that's been
in war the past year and in a long
term economic embargo. It's in pretty
bad shape."
International contribution to the
effort is still unclear. Handberg is not
optimistic though.
''There's a number of ways money
can come from the i:hternationaJ community," he said. "The problem is no
one at this point who has that money
trusts the American government's
view of the world. They think we're
too trigger happy."

I

Now that the flag flap has m.eroifuily
ended, students can get used to the stars and
stripes in their classrooms. Unfortunate1y,
the sense of pride one might expect has been
mitigated by the contentious debate it took to
get them there.
Make no mistake: The flag debate was
never really about the American
flag. Despite what you might hear on Fox
News or talk radio, this was not the courageous struggle .of a group of patriots who
faced an anti-American horde on a college
campus. This battle was the brainchild of a
group with no shaile, a group willing to
invoke the name of our soldiers fighting overseas while engllging in an arrogant and
deplorable attempt to get their way at all
costs.
_
A group that was truly interested in putting the flags up would have appealed to the
students, or accepted the offer of rival groups
to co-sponsor the bill A group only in.te~
ed in promoting their own causes would act
just as ROCK did, petulantly thwarting the
will of the SGA senate and a vocal opposition
by soliciting off-campus donations.
If a veteran's group had approached the
UCF student body and said that theywanted
to donate flags to the campus, or ~en if
ROOK had acted in a more civil .manner, the
flags would be widely accepted. But ROCK
achieved exactly what they wanted to
achieve, they turned the flag from a symbol
of a united people to a divisive item that
turned a campus into a battleground.
This is not an~ phenomenon in conservative politics. When Democratic Majority
Leader Tom Daschle spoke out against
Bush's ''miserable attempts at diplomacy,"
Republicans did not defend or explain their
president's actions, they instead replied by
saying that Daschle was close to "giving comfort to the enemy."
ROCK took a page from the GOP handbook and framed the debate in the simplest
terms possible- in this case, those who are
patriotic and those who are unpatriotic. The
benefits of t.tµs are simple. If you agree with
ROCK, you are a true patriot, and who does- ·
n't want to be a true patriot?
But let's say you are offended by ROCK's
arrogance, or the pathetic use of our soldiers' plight to get their way; or perhaps you .
value the flag too much to see it waved about
as a political tool In this case, you would be
unpatriotic. See how this works? When you
have the flag on your side, you have built-in
support, and built-in vilification for anyone
who questions your motives. Clever, isn't it?
In short, ROCK got their way. They gained
exposure for their club and strong-armed
their way to a high-profile victory. And what
about the flag, trampled upon in a debate
that had nothing to do with American values? Our flag has flown through darker
times than these, and despite their best
efforts, it will survive ROCK's attempts to
stain it with the politics of hate.
J
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Relationship Banking At Its Best.
We thank our customers for their kind words!
"Every small business owner that is growing
their business knows the value of a strong
banking relationship. At The Citizens Bank
of Oviedo, you will find that your business
needs will be met by a friendly, reliable. staff
that is also committed to knowing their customer on a personal level. Gary Parker, Vice
, President of The Citizens Bank of Oviedo,
was instrumental in coordinating our recent
asset· purchase of Mahoney Ice Company,
while simultaneously setting up a checking
account for our college-bound daughter. Be
it large or small, your financial affeirs will
be dealt with professionally and enthusiastically. Thank you once again, Citizens Bank
.+ovte.·do'. "
OJ

Approximately 19 millio·n
American adults are affected
by Depression each .year.
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In other words? you?re not alone.

Those suffering f~om

0
0
0
0

Depre~sion

may have the following symptoms:

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may
qualify for a medical research study involving an
investigational medication. Call for immediate

feeling sad or irritable
fatigued or tired all the time

Mark & Barbara Gembecki
Gembecki Mechanical Services
Mahoney Ice Company

evaluation. Eligible participants w_ill receive a
comprehensive psychiatric evaluation and
compensation. Appointments always available.

lacking in motivation
not enjoying activities as much

• Most decisions within one week
• Most loan closings within two weeks
• Personalized service and a full array of commercial. loan options
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Gary Parker, Mark Gembecki, Barbara Gembecki,
and Rick Smith
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understanding. informing. improving lives.

Member

FDIC

ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352- 728-4646
ASK FOR EXT. 54

@

156 Geneva Dr.
407-365-6611
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www.cboviedo.com
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10 .Alafuya Woods Blvd. 407-365-2212

Markecplace Mall
407-365-6611

8305 Red Bug Lake Rd.
407-366-4868
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Register 'now on our website and auto~atically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
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1·BOO-·KAP· TEST

www.ucfnews.com
'Test names are registered ttadema!Rs of their respective owners.1
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Petition pick-ups:1Sept. 8 - Sept._17 9:00am - 5_:00pm
Declaration of Candidacy - Sept. 15 ':' Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
')

Senate- El~~tion - Sept 29· - Oct. 1
Run-off Elections -

0

9:00am - 5:00pm

Oct. 4 - Oct. 6 9:00a~ - 5:00pm
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Campus leaders need only six
credit hours, compared to UF's 12
FROM

Al

. "Many clubs and organizations form the basis for an envi"At the finRl meeting ronment where good things can
where t4ey did vote [on last be done and.bad things projectyear's Golden Rule recom- ed," Huddleston said. "The
mendations] only 11 students behavior of the whole is imporshowed up,1' Ruff said. "Out tant."
,of the 40,000 students on · While some student ·leaders
campus that's kind of ridicu- say their concerns with the group
lous."
responsibility policy are igri.ored,
Most students did not Ruff is angered by the restricw~t the grade point average tions-imposed on free speech.
"On a campus devoted to pro- l
raised, she 'said. But .Tom
Huddleston, vice president of moting civic responsibili~ we
Student Development and are forced to waive our rights to
Enrollment Services, voted in free speech when signing the
May to increase the minimum Golden Rule, limiting ourselves
grade point ' average require- and our organizations to four
ment for student leaders.
small 'Free A,ssembly' areas," Chemistry Building and Apollo
Encouraging student lead- she wrote in an e-mGlil to student Circle and the .grounds near the
ers to voice their concerns at leaders.
nqrthwest. corner of the Aren,a,
each Golden Rule Review
After students at the Golden according to the Golden Rule. ·
Committee meeting is the Rule Review committee meetings
Huddleston said that the ·
first step to redacting these last year suggested an open cam- physical limitations do not
pus ,_ placing no physical restrict free speech on campus.
policies, Ruff said.
Students serving on the . restriction!? on free assembly "I don't think students are dis· Golden
Rule ' Review the administration denied stu-. enfranchised by these issues," he
Committee last year voted to dents' requests by overturning said. "There are just as many ·if
have at least six appointed . their vote, R,uff said. . ·
not more issues that are equally
members attend each meetStudents have tl!e right to free as important."
.·
ing. The policy will go into . assembly in the , open · gra~s
· But until student leaders feel
effect t?is fall, said Patricia between the Information Kiosk they are being frurly represented,
MacKown, director . of the and the Math and· Physics they say they ,will continue to
. 'Office of .Student Rights and . Building, the brick mall area organize and voice their con-,
Responsibilities. MacKown between the Jobn T, Washington cerns.
will choose three members Center and the Student · Union,
"We have to at least try,"
and the SGA will choose the . the open grass area between the Persaud said.
other three.
The date for the first
Golden
' Rule
Review
Committee . meeting has not ·..
been set, but .administrators
expect it to take place in the
next few weeks.
"[Huddleston] is going to
hear the voices of a lot of people · this year," said Ryan
O'Rourke, president of UCF's
Interfraternity Council. "I
think it's going to be tough for
him to ignore them."
Tlie minimum grade point
average requirement to
remain in good standing as a
student is a 2._Q, statewide.
Universities generally hold
their student leaders to the
same standard, M~Kown
· said.
While UCF requires that
its student leaders maintain
a 2.5 grade point average,
they only need to enroll in sjx ·
2881 South Bumby Ave.
credit hours per semester.
!
(407) 895-5433
Student leaders at the
: University of Florida must
EAST ORLANDO/ WA1ERFORD
maintain a 2.0 grade point
average, but enroll in 12 cred12780 Waterford Lakes Pkwy.
it hours per semester.
. Cosmetic Dentistry
(407) 382-6455
"I think six credit hours is
'
.
too low," said Sen. Manny
.- wwwA_iuncadental.com
A.mores of SGA. Student leaders should have to take at
least nine credit hours and
maintain a 2.0 grade point
$1 SS (a ,$200 value)
average, he said.
While Hud,dleston says he
will listen to students' suggestions, he defends ·the
. requirement as a reasonable
standard fdr student leaders.
'We're first
academic
(Not valid with any other offer or
institution. If. a student is
lnsur~nce, New patients only.)
unable to make a 2.5, I would
encourage that student to
Expires: October 31, 2003
focus more oh academics
than leading student activities."
The grade point average
requirement has·been debated for two years alreadY, he
added. "I've seen nothing
compelling th.us far to make
me change my mind."
Huddleston also says he is
not inclined to change the
Golden Rule's group responsibility policy.
The policy - which provoked most Greek fraternities and sororities to boycott
last year's homecoming
parade - is vague, student
leaders say, becJl,use it fails to
address the number of members involved in the miscon.duct before administrators
can punish the organization.
Dependi.J}g on the severity
. of the misconduct, tb'.e univer~
sity can impose restrictions
on an organization's social
activity, restitutions for tpe
damages caused by an organization's actions or a
mandatory alcohol aware- .
ness program if the violation
involves alcohol.
"I wol.lld like to see that
rule · changed," said Janie
Persaud, · president · of
, Greenpeace UCF. "You're
guilty by association, and
that's not even how our crim- inal justice system works."
But Mac~own says the
Office of Student Conduct has
SCARS
only dealt with one case
,
SPIDER
VIENS
involving the group responsibility policy since August
2002. Last year, the sorority
Zeta Phi Beta was punished
·~. after its members were
'5f accused of hazing.
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NaDbed·students must swear not to share
,

'

.

I

on file-sharing, they don't create
.
.
their own rules. In fact, UCF goes
functions. File-sharingto the best by Florida law statues that govof my knowledge doesn't qualify ern public university internet
under the three of those."·
. guidelines in the cases Qf ho"'.
When students are caught · they regulate their internet:
file-sharing they are sent a letter "Housing never took an official
· from the university's housing or ·stance," said Kevin Polachek,
' legal department. Prior to that who is , the Coordinator of
their port will be disconnected, Computer Applications at the
.rendering them unable to use.the Housing department. Housing
Internet from their.· dorinroom passes out brochures about file
computer. In order for violators sharing to new students circulatto get back their Internet privi- ed in the community offices.
leges,'they need to pay for a class
Students Who live on campus
and sign a contract swearing no continue to do:wnload music,
more file-sharing or other ille~ . using various methods to reduce
,4se of the Internet., ~ultiple vio- the risk of getting caught. The
lations could get a student method of protection that seems
, expelled.
,.
.
· ,to be the most wide~pread is fileThe housing department" has' sharers disabling the ability of
adopted the univers\ty's po'sition , other members of a .file-sharing
FROM A2

,)

I

.

conimunity to download files "Its easy to protect yourself from
, from their computers, which stu- , lawsuits if you don't steal the
dents refer to as "turning off the mlisic," said Mahon, · ..
uploads" says one , student
In an effort to seem more ,
speaking on a condition of benevolent to file-sharers, the
anonymity.' '
. RIAA. has set up a hotlirie wh~re ·
Colleges are discussing using 1 people can admit to illegally
student fees to strike a deal with sharing music in exchange for
record companies that . would amnesty against lawsuits. This
allow·an students to share music agreement states, that for .
legally without fear of litigation. amnesty music pirates.must sign
. Officials at Penn State University an affidavit that requires that
have begun to formulate. solu- they. delete · all the illegal files
tions that would protect student~ from their computer and promise
from · the legal ·assault .of the not to swap files with anyone
RIAA. · "President Graham anymore. ,
.
Spanier has been chairing a comAccording · to RIAA spokes- ,
mittee with leaders in the enter- people, more lawsuits are likely
tainment industry (to discuss to follow. They have already tarsolution for legal file-sharing)", geted 1,600 more file sharers for
said Bill Mahon, Pemi State's· subpoenas, with plans . to take
director · of public information. , legal action.
.

Hitt defends ,authority to endorse.flags to frustrated students
•
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· Maintenance
dents in North Carolina,
-staff.mechanic
Oklahoma, Washington and
Brett Hottman
affirm our flag as a powerful even the pjstorically liberal
. installs the first
unifying symbol. It belongs, to University , of California 'at
flag of2SO , ·
all Americans, right, left, cen- ,Berkeley. The students contactdonated by
ROCK to be
ter, or undecided. It must not be ed her after seeing stories about
installed over
co-opted as the symbol of any ROCK on the national news. '
. the next few
·one group or party.~' ,
.Qontrovetsy still surrounds
weeks.
In an · e-man sent to Hitt the flags' funding, as the ·money
Wednesday'. by UCF students for the flags was raised by conEmily Ruff, Matt De Vlieger, . troversial radio talk show host
Jonathan Leto and Daire Shannon Burke.
1 Seaman, the students quesBurke has come under fire
tioned Hitt's plans for dealillg by a Web site called stopshan' with any teacher Qbjectip~ to ,non.com, which quotes him as
' '
the flags. "Will the faculty be saying "It is impossible to be a
,punished for removing the flag, . good Muslim and not be a terif they so choo.se, while they rorist," and other inflammatory
1
. are using the classroom?" the statements.
.
students asked, followed with a
Smith, however, defends
,, •question about the cons«r Burke, and the use- of his show, ,
quences of anyone removing or saying that those quotes are
damaging the flags.
.
misleading. "If p~ple educated dent group out.''.
Islamic ~Society ,of Central
The students wrote, "We themselves on Shannon Burke ,
"Shan,non Burke is none of Florid~" Smith said. "He regular- ,
are :not ag.:Qnst the flag, we are they would know that he's just a those things. He's on the cover of ly works with the Muslim communot' unpatriotic,. we are not good citizen trying help a stu~ September's magazine of the . nity in charities."
anti-American. We simply wish
to
hold
administrators
accountable
for
their decisions
,,

. ., ... .

1>

~

'.1

.,

The letter !asked Hitt why
. the faculty 'senate wasn't consulted before he decided to
,
take a st\lllce.
Hitt's e-mailed response
explaining UCF's position .
closely matched the letter sent
to the student body Thursday.
Most questions asked by the
students were riot addressed.
Hitt d~fen,ded his authority
to make the decision tQ allow ·
' the flag installation, though
' "Because I am convinced
that this iS properly a decision
for the university president to
. ma¥.e, I did not, consult .with
either the student government
or the faculty s'enate," the email read. Hitt noted that the
, SGA president .and viQe president ·s upport¢ the flag instal,
lations.
Installation of the flags was
set for Sept. 7, but Physical
· Plant Director Dick Pararuse
:moved the date 'after local
media asked for a set time 8o ·
: they could attend the first
~hanging.
.
That first flag was hung on
104, an auruto. Friday in
. rium in ,Classroom Building I.
The flag flies above the room's
computerized lectern; it juts
. out into the room, capped by a
,.
bald eagle,
However, the flags may not
be very visible for two to three
. weeks as the ·Physical Plant
will hang them when $tudeilts
aren't ·in the classrooms, . and
when the Plant can fit it into
workman schedules. .
' "WE{ve already got poople
'assigned to these buildings
who are on payroll, and so in
between their other duties they
can hang these flags and keep
oi1r cost minimal,'i said William
'Merck, UCF vice president for
administration and finance.
There is no' set order for the
installations; flags could go
in,to classrooms randomly.
• Brett Hoffman of the maintenance staff ,hung the first
flag. Hoffman, a mechanic, said
he didn't have any feelings on
whether the flags . were good
for the classl'.Oo~ - he .said
he's just there·to do his job.
Taking, perhaps a more
cheerful stance was Heather
Smith, president of ROCK.
"This iS a great day for UCF
students," she sa'.id ''W~ finally
have flags in the classrooms."
Smith said ROCK's next
goal will be to set up a fund to
raise money for flag inStallations on other caIQ.puses.
''We're currently working
on a fund for flags for students
because a lot of students
across the country have shown ·
a lot of enthusiasm for bringing
flags into their clas~rooms,"
Smith said. She added that
. • e's gotten inquiri. ·from stu-

room
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Don't go Topless/ _
Laptops Under $500

Our Laptops Are Delivered:

When your dorm rOQm is empty and
you're the first roommate to move in,
· all is comfortable. But then, the topless
· roommate orrives."After moving in
clothes, setting up the Stereo ~ystem, ,
there's no room for the desktop comput1er. The solution is Lextel's Affordable,
off-leose, Fortune 500 laptop systems. .
An off-lease laptop is the solution for light
dol'Jll rooms. It also is great to thr~ in

your backpack for use in the library, classroom or any study area away froin distracting dorm noise pnd behayior.

1 Completely cleaned & refurbished
2 Including a 3 Mo!lfh Warranty
3 Wrth Operating System & Open Office
Software Installed. · '
4 Wrth Retur.ns honqred up to 7 days
·from receipt.

Visit our web-site and leam
more about this aff_onldble
alteinat;ve.
http://lextel.affordablecomputers.com ,

'"'Special Packaged Offerings"' for
, just $499, while-supplies last!

or call us at 866:304-8136
'

I

\

'

Topless Coeds Cause Problems in Dorm Room!

great

·s_ktn

M.ARY KAY®..

is in .

From head to toe, get soft, glowing., lpol<-at- ·
me skin. Velocity® skin qtre is the quick, easy ·
way t.o a beautiful complexion. And Velocity®
body care helps rev you up. Perfect for your.
busy, on-the-go life. Calli or email me to try
Velocity® skin care and color products Free
today! Great for men top!
· ' ·
·

JENNIFER HASSAN!
INDEPE.NDENT. BEAUTY CONSU~TANT

Shop 24/7 at www.tttarykay.com/jhassani .
407.281.99,18 , jhassani@marykay:com
Mention this ad for a 15% discount off your 1st order

'.

Life is. calling. ,
How far will you go?
The Peace Cqrps can help you jumpstart
your career wit h assignment9. in variety.
of work areas.
'-

a

Meet Peace Corps representative and forme r ·
Volu nteer Adrienne Fagler:
'
University of Central Florida .
Information
Table
·
,
I
Student Union

Wednesiday, September 17, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. ·

Waterford Lakes
Town Center
· 865 N. Alafaya .Trail
407-207-2002
www.planetbeach:com

·---------------------~

3 FREE!

SESSIONS !
Must present coupon. First-time guest.
One per customer. Loeal residents only.

-!'!t~~<L~k_!~2_W_!! £e.!!t!!'.!2C.!!!2~0_!!1~ _

Information Se,ssion & Video Presentation
Career Resource Center (Bldg. 7F, Room 185)

niursctay,

Septem~er

18, 5 p ,m. to 6 p.m.

For more information:
email
afagler@peacecorps.gov
or call · · 800.424.8580, option 1 I exf. 2 3468

·:
I

J

State-of-the-Art ETS 10, 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
facial/Shoulder Tanners • free Skin Tlme Analvsis
All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio

Seeking candidates with a Bach'elor's and./ or· _Master's degree in: ·

.

Computer Engineer/fig • Co!flput,r Science • Elect~ical Engineering
Seeking candidates with a Bachelor's degree in:

Business Mqnagement· • ~inan~e • _
Economics .• Accounting
lnt~rested can,dida~es, please visit us at the UCF Career Expo

September 16, 2003, 10:~,oam-3:oopm,
'
UCF Arena, or apply online at: careers.harris.com
. US 'citizen~hip is required for most positions. We afe an Equal Opportunity Employer.
.

1

,

I
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I
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Pirate, ninja
inVa5ion · ,,
BRANDON HARDIN
StaffWriter

Take a journey to the most
. " interesting and unu.rual S']JOts on the
Web each Monday. Welcome to the Web
less traveled.
I.

'

I

four

There are
fundamental forces in
the-universe :...__ forces that hold the uni- verse together. The first two of these
.forces are gravity and m8gnetism. What
are the remajning two? Ninjas and
pirates.
.
While some scientists claim that the
· other two forces are strong an_d weak
nuclear forces, it is obvious that the battle
between ninja's and pirates balances the
universe. Much like the yin and yang,
these two forces create balance through
their opposition. While nip.jas are stealthy,'
loyal and totally sweet, pirates are
brazen, traitorous and totally cool.
Will one side eventuallywinthe eternal
struggle? rjo one carr say, but that doesn't .
mean one can't pick sides, and here are
six sites to help you resolve your internal
ninjas-ver~us-pirates debate.

i)

httP://ww\v.fidius.org/quiz/pirate.php

This site is a 20-<niestion quiz to .help
you determine y:our own pirate name.
Containing carefully crafted and -int_roSPEftlVe questions such as, "Parrot? (a)
yes {b) no (c) tasty," this site is guaran. teed to dub you with a pirate_p.ame,that
will suit your personality. I took the quiz,
and the site gave me the name Red Tom's
Flint.. My real pir~te name' is Black Tom's
" Flint, but it's pretty darn clos~.
\

'

'

http://www.talklikeapii-ate.com

. ARRRRR! Li$ten smartly, you lubbers!
Friday, Sept. 19 is Talk Like'a Pirate Day!
Complete with a listing of pirate jargon
and pick-up lines, your vocabulary will get
a much-needed ·boost in pirate-speak. · ()
First created in 1~5, the day received
national attention wh~n Dave Barry wrote
about it in 2002. The site also has a pirate
personality profile so you can know just
howyou'fit into the pirate hierarchy.
Also, those hard up for advice can 07'
mail Cap'n Slappy and· have him solve
your problems for yoµ. Caution: solutions
to problems "may include rum and/or
foUrth gradet s. Fbr those too lazy to learn
how to talk like a pirate, ttie site cm;nes
with a convenient English-to-pirate translator.

http://www.sQnic.net/-fress/ · . .

.

·A treasure chest o pirate 'info! The
site, called Pirates of the Spanish·Main, is
packed with links to piratey~goodness.
The vast array of links is sure to give you
the background you need to become a
swash-buck)ing menace to society.
_· Biogr{lphies of famous pirates such as
Blackbeard and Anne Bonne .can be
found, along vyith links to pirate booty.
And if that isn't enough to stave off scurvy;
the site has links to other sites wi~ links.

'

Couch·
.
p
otatoes
.
are m .season
.

.

'

.

http://www.entertheninja.com · ·
So, you W?nt to be a $ja? You're in
luck! EnterTheNinja.~m has its very own
ninja school.' Enroll now to learn such
things as proper nillja etiquette. "Ninjas
never wear headbands with the word
'ninja' printed on theni,·~ according to the
site.
There's also ninja wisdom. For eXam.ple, "Never store shuriken in your under- .
wear." And if that's not enough to satisfy
. your inner ninja, there are little-known
facts like how ninjas inv:ented the
Internet.
r:mie si~e also imparts a bit of real information, listing ninja weapons and ninja ·
~owledge. '

.

I

GINA SCANLON

Wednesday Sept. 17 .· -

.

. Smooth R&B is the name of the
game tonight at the House of mues.
Brian McKnight claims the stage
crooning soulful tunes to ~ooling
fans, McKnight will be singing
, songs off his new album, "U-Turn,"
but he'll also indulge in some old
classics. Sing along to the fleeting
questions in ''Anytime" or the sadness of "6, 8, 12.~' The show isn't
sold out yet, but get tickets as soon
as you can, before the 15-year-olds
scoop them all up. The show starts
at 8:30 p.m. 407-934-BLUE.
•,

. Thursday Sept:18

·

·

Just because it's not New York
doesn't mean you can't enjoy the
music and drariia·of Broadway. Th{l
Mark Two Dinner '.I'heatre opens its
Orlando Broadway series with "My
Fair Lady." The classic story of
Eliza Doolittle and the ornery
Professor Henry Higgins will bring
a tear tcr your eye in what many
I critics call the best musical of all
time. 'llhe dinner theater offers a
sumptuous buffet and a full bar.
Shows are at 11:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. ,
Call the Mark Two Dinner Theatre
for ticket information and i;;eating. ·
407-843-6275. '

newlywed who is forced to a,djust his lifestyle . ,
Contributing "."riter
when he marries a mid-western social butter- ·
fly. Of colli'Se, the newwife has outrageoqs,
hen the fall season rolls around, close-lrnit family.
it's usuall
. ya sign that things are
.· "Coupling," NBC, Thursdays , at 9:30 ·
slowing down. The sun sets soon- , p.m.
,
er, the trees start to ;whither and
Fbr a more .romantic spill on the sitcom
mammais e~erywhere prepare· genre, there's "Coupling.". It concerns six sin- ·
foi: the impending winter.
.
gie friends that.are either involved, fortnerly
There's only one mammal that refuses to involved, .o r looking to become inv:oived with
abide by nature's decree - the television each other. It looks like love-triangles are out,
executive.. This fall, TV execs from all of the and love-heXa.gons are in. Since the' show will
major networks are preparaj. to unleash a air right before "ER," NBC must have some
barrage of.new shows on viewers.
·Confidence in this contender.
_ The new progra.mS· cover everything from
. '3'o8n of .Arcadia;" CBS, Frldays·at 8 p.m.
national security to teenagers with superpowOn a more spiritual note, 'aoan of Arcadia''.
ers. No matter the·conteht, they all have.. one has an interestingpre:rp.ise. It's light family ·
thing in common:· unless a miracle happens, cpmedy about a teenage girl who hl;IS sudde:n1
many of the~e upsti;trls will disappear into unexpected conversations with God. The
oblivion. Others might be so .wildly p6pular · Almighty gives her some pretty practical
that they're beamed into households for tl!e advice, which includes gettbig a job. lt's funny
. next 10 years.
. how God sounds a lot like your parents.
Check out what the networks have in store
"Skin," FOX, Mondays at 9 p.i:ri..
in this sneak preview.
,
Are you a . fan of shameless teen soap
"l\1arried to the Kellys,'' ABC, Fridays at operas that show as much sex as the censors
8:30 p.m.
·
will allow? Well, you're in lµck. "Skin," proIf you're on the lookout for a show that.will duced. by Jerry Brilckeimer, aims to satisfy
tickle your funny bone, "Ma.ITied to the Kellys" your carnal cravirigs. It's based around a
could generate some li;mghs. The show stars
Breckin Meyer ~ad Trip) as a ' New York
PLEASESEE BEACH ONAlO

W

an

htt~://www.ninjaburger.com ··

a

'.'

Dana Delapi car:i be r~ached at
dana@UCFnews.com

0

ILLUSTRATION BY ADAM SHIVER /tENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Guaranteed delivery in 30 minutes or
· le~s, or.they commit Seppuku! According
to the site, Ninja.Burger ''was founded in
1954, and ,soon became the world's pre, dominant underground ninja-run fa~t ~ood
, delivery service." N'inja Burger's •Online
· ordering system is sure to assist those
who are having difficuity locating one of
their many clandestine restaurant loca.tions. While waiting for delivery, you can
find out your ninja name and entertain
yourself with a ninja version ,6ftic-tac-toe.
Note: This is a j.oke site. They don't .
really· deliver food. Ninjas have better
things to do than deliv er a burger and
fries to yaur lazy butt. , ·

htto://www.realultimatepower.net

This site will make yoq want to kick
your mom in the face! Hailing itself as the
Official Ninja Weh page, this 'site is all
' abo.ut reru ninjas and how.they are totally
sweet.
.
. Did you khow that ninjas are mammals? That they fight all the time? You
would if you had visited this site!
Complete with ninja movie scripts, ninja
sightings, and an exet;)lent timeline of t~~
history of the ninja, 1his site is the 18*
ninja reference you will ever need.
I
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CAB Applications for secretary and Spectacular Knights
Committee Director (Mr. and M~ss UCF) a.vailable online
at cob.ucf.edu and in OSA,,SU,rm. 208. Applications due
in 't he office by 5pm on Mon. Sept: 22.
·wednesday.September 17 ·
7 pm EKCEL 'let's Get the Party Started" Vision and Goal··
Setting Workshop Cape Florida 316AB .
9 pm C·AB Speaker Juds~n Laipply
1
"Inspirational Comedy" is a' unique program that ·
· c 'o mbines the power·b'f laughter.. with the value and
., merit of inspiralion and motivation. Combining his·
thoughts about ·life and change with humor Jud's
presentation will hav~ your' audience i,nspired and
· laughing ·at the sorne time.
.,,
Gape Florida 316AB

UPCOMING EKCEL WORKSHOPS
~

t ..

I

•

f

"Let's Get the· Par,ty Started" .
Vision Qnd Goal· Setting ', .
.
~- Wedne·sd·a a.y September 17, 2·0 03 . · ··
•

•

I,

· ·~ ~::·:.

Le.arn how._to .paint th.e picture o 'f ;vVhat
'.'c.o.uld be" through · cr-eative tension
:;,-'· : betwe-'~n your reality and your Yision.
Foll.o wed by nationa.I spea _k er Judson ·
' .:;;; '· Laipply presentin.g;. "Inspirational Comedy"
C·a p e FI o rid a 31 6 AB, Student. Un ion .

· :t ,

·

it

'
'1.

I'
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·/

t

. Tuesday September 23
12 pm Homeco'ming Organizqtional/lnformation ·
Meeting,
··
,'
SU Rm. 2·18C

W'hat does a team mean t·o you ·? When
.·yo"u Jhink of a · ream, d,o you, think Qf '
SU pport? D.E?Y.elop· your team building ' skill·s
through our workshop.·
Cape 'Florida 316AB, Student Union
I

{

~:

.

.

'

· 8 pm .CAB Tu'e sday Knight Live Comedian Bert Kreischer, .
WClckadoo's
' .''
t

I

'

Wednesday Septem.t;>er 2~ · .
7 pm EKCEL "Where is your stage crew?"
.
· Team Building Workshop; Cape Florid.a 316 AB

..

.

r• ,

9 pm CAB Movie. "Old School," Wackadoo's

li· ' '

~un~d

"

.

'

by the Activity and S~ice Fee 'as allocated by SGA .
.

/

'

.

.

'

.

. 8 pm Viewing Party to Cheer for Miss .Florida, UCF
student Ericka Dunlap~ in the Miss America Pagea tlt on
ABC, Wackadoo's , .
'

"·W here is y,our stage crew?" "
..
· · .T eambuHding Wo~kshop · .,
we:dnesdaay September 24, 2003 , · ..

'

.

'

'

•

I

· Saturday Septemb~r 20 · 7 pm Do-YOU wdnt·tq be Miss Ame.r ica?
: Miss ~nd Mr.",UCF interest meeting, Wackadoo's ·

J

'

.
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Beach scenes, decent plots make 'The 0 .C. ',wortP. a watch
FROM

bikinis will certainly be I)lentiful, and ·
there's even supposed to be some kind of
plot involved.:The show debuted Aug. 5,
but the discerning viewer will probably
be able to catch up.
'
"Miss Match,'' NBC, Fridays at 8

AS

wealthy girl and lower class boy whose
families' are trying everythirig to ·keep
them apart. Those that have never read
Shakespeare will find this plot astonishingiy original.
p.m.
.
.
What happens y.rhen a divorce lawyer
This show is also up .against some
type of Monday night football telecast. spends her off hours as a matchmaker? ·
"Skin" enthusiasts should probably get a · In the lon:g run; she has a lot more busiVCR and start recording.
ness an:d a built-in clientele. Alicia
"The O.C.," Fbx, Thursdays at 9 Silverstone ("Clueless") plays the V\lalk·
· I
p.m.
ing contradiction and title character in
·
· FOX is back on .t he beach with this · this dramatic 'comedy.
new drama that takes place .in Orange
"The Lyon'.s Den,''. NBC, Sundays
·
County,' Calif. Topless guys ill;ld girls in at 10p.m.
1

I

Rob Lowe stars in this drama about a
lawyer with. a conscience. What will
these Hollywood types think of next!
Despite the wild premise, a strong supportiiig cast and the popular lawyer
theme, this one could be a hit.

"Threat Matrix," ABC, Thursdays
at8p.m.
,The past couple years, ABC has
scheduled a sacrificial lamb to show
opposite "Friends" and "Survivor" on
Thursday night. This year, it's "Threat
Matrix." A group of ·s ecret agents keep
the world. safe from terrorism, but it's ·
unlikf;')ly this one will be around for next
season. This is television, .though, and

"The Wade Robson Project," MTV

about dancing. They may've tried something similar before.
"Carnivale," HBO, Sundays· at 9:30
p.m.
HBO is coming out with this 12-part
IIllillseries
starring Nick · Stahl
("Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines")
· as a fugitive youth with repressed su:Pernatural talents. He is taken in by a
Depression:..era cari:µval that is just
brimming with complex carnies.

MTV continues its departure from
showing music videos with chor~ograr
pher Wade Robson in ."TJ;ie Wade
Robson Project." It ;might sound farfetched, but MTv is going to have a show

What, no newl,'e~ty sho~? Actu~
there are some, aiS well as the return of
several past Jav~f!te~, bµt , there's no
compelling reason to mention them.

stranger things have happened.

'3"ake 2.0," UPN, Wednesdays at 9
p.m.
Providing concrete proof that the

UPN is still a network is this show about
1

computer technicians. Well, it's actually
about , one computer technician who
transforms into a secret agent after he is
accidentally infected. with 'nanites. Isn't
that the way it always happens?

Reality TV

t

.

'

I>est:roy This Ad.
It:'s the only '1Vay t:o
. FRE~FOO:E> ~t:

ge~

Crispers.

If you can· be t:rust:ed wit:h sharp object:s, grab a pair of
scissors and cut up this ad. Clip the , coupons. bring them t:o
the' nearest ~risp,ers rest:~uraflf. a~d we~ll give you free food.
Ti·eat yourself t:o a garden ,fresh gourmet: salad or hearty
stacked sandwich over $4. an~ t:ake your choice of one qf ·
our delicio~s ·soups, an ic;e cream ·desser t. or a cup of otir tasty
Nibblers. Lite is full of difficult: choices~
In addition to free food. here's what's wait:iog for ,you ;1t: Crispers. lncredibJe salad creat:ions like
our Thai Fusion ... an amazing combination of spring-mix1greens, Savoy cabbage, julienne carrot:s.
grape _tomat:oes. and br~ccoli slaw. t:o.pped wit:h savory slices of Jamaican jerk chicken .
. Then, we added Asian soybeans, crisp t:ortilta st:rips; honey roasted peanuts, and topped it: off wit:h
our own spicyThai peanut: dressing.
. There's more. Lot:s more. Ou~ hearty rtacked sandwiches are far superio~ t:o fast: food
fatburgers, and our ult:ra-rich desserts will give ~ou just: t:he sugar. fix yc>u need fort' t:hos~··
1
•
,
,
·
·
•
all_night.study sessions. ' ·
:

Treat yours~lf to

.

Cris~ers

today. ·.. and

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·GET C ,L OSEWITH C~ISPERS. .
~

~

--

g~t s~u.p

Visit: our t:wo locat:ion~ soon.' .. and wat:ch for ~ew Crispers
rest:aurant:s opening all over .Cent:ral Florida. That means fresh,
delicious gourmet: lunches and dinners are right: around the corner.
Plus, everything on our menu is available for takeout:, which makes
life very convenient:, indeed. To see all our menu -selections,
cliC:k on www.crispers.com.
\

WATERFORD LAKES
·555 N.ALAFAYA·TRAIL '
, ORLANDO

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

WINTER PARK
(407) 673-4~00 '·

ph

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
~UN. I I AM - 8 PM

-

-
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-
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or dessert FREE.
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- - - - .... - - - - _ i _ - ..
ftEGAL 20 •
WATIE,RFORP T";.'EATftES
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ALAFAYA
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ph (407) 482.:4727
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MON-Tt-;U. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

· SEMORAN Bl:.VD.

We Spe(ialize 'in::
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.~b~o~_i:~oplasty • ~re~st Augmen.tation :.·

Breast Uft • Breast Reducti.on-li.posuction • ·Rhinoplasty, · and much ·. more·...
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A work of heart in clloppe·d black ~etal

/
said Hayes from bis home in
Coventry, CT
Staff Writer
On the phone he's rtot only
·. They're made frpm :mild articulate, but it's obvious that
steei cutwith an acetylene torch he's given hundreds of interand welded with an arc welder. views. After five .decades as a
Just for good measure, they're sculptor and more thaµ 300 exhisandbiasted and 'coated with bftions under his belt, it would be
weather resistant paint. Then easy for b:inl to have prepared a
they'replacedoutsideforayear,
script, but he's
'Very personor possibly even more, and 'subj~ted to ·the unrelenting ~leable and willing
ments.
·
to engage in '
Sound like the normal prqce- ,
spirited converdure for the creation and dissation about
·.
h.ls career and
play of fine art?
Fbr s~ulptor David Hayes, .~
work.
words like "normal'' and "ortho- Hayes
''.All
, the
dox'; don't apply. Five sculp·
· sculptures. are.
tures from the celebrated artist . develqped. from drawings which
were recently placed around the· . I do daily," he said. "These are
Burnett Honors College · on studie!> frem nature and the
UCF'& JP.ain campus.
world I observe around me.''
Hayes -added that as shape.s
The pieces, which have l;>een
on display ,since ·June 1, Will . develop from bis observations of .
remain available until that same - nature, .they eventually come
day in 2004. ·While this is UCF's together as sculptures "based on
first . major outdoor sculpture the affinity of· the forms for one
exhi"\)ition, H.ayes encourages another." ·
,
1
couRTESY'DAVIOHAYES
people not to view ms work as a
"The solid pieces·of 'the sculp- Expect the dark, abstract m_onoliths dotting the Burnett Honors College lawn to remain ·untilJune 2oo4.
novelty.'
tures play off aga.inst the inter- ·
"I find it rewarding to exhibit ·vening voids_so .that a certain
my work on college and univer- equilj.brium is established," he
·
, ·
. -sity campuse.s· as the audience . said.
.·there is in the process of openillg
If· a term like. "intervening
up and exploring new horizons voids" SOUnds a bit technical;
in experiences and knowledge," · that's because -it is. . Hayes

MIKE RIEGEL ·

' _.
ly treatable;. ·
· ·First of ~ counseling can
. help Ute' individual 'recogniZe.
earlywhen he or she is·becoming anxious or feeling panicked. General strategies that
attempt to address lifestyle
r
issues can help the individual
plan their qves more effecfu'.eJOHN GEORGIOU
ly. Relaxation techniques· such
UCF Stud.~nt Health Se;vices
as breathing ~ercises can be .
..
extremely
helpful in av0icllil.g
·•
.
A friend of mine was panic attacks and intense anxdi:a.grWsed with arixiety and . iety.
Finally,' there are several
panic attacks. What 'is it?
medications that can help in
How1s it treated?
addition to.'counselfug. These
Anxiety is a very common can be prescribed · on ari asp$Jchological disorder found needed basis, or on a. more
Io. .many adults and , adoles- regular basis. ·.
cents. It iS characterized by
··· It is important for the indiint~nse periods . of worrying; vidual to seek care eih-ly. This ,
; fe.eling restless, or afraid Of . allows the;m to tackle the
how a situati0n may evolve. · issues when there is a much
Mpst people feel essentially higher likelihood of resolving
unable·to control their lives to 'then).. It is important to seek
varying degrees.
Panic professional assistance and
' · attacks .are usually even more n0t to resort to alcohol or.other
intense periOds of anxiety · means of self-treatment.
Again, 8.nxiety with panic
where about most rational
processes we have are totally disorder is. a highly treatable
oveIWh.elmed by emotions and problem and most 1individu~
thoughts of fear, panic, and can obtain· good relief fr9m
' helplessness.
their symptoms as long as they
These iritense periods are are willing to inve,st the time
characterized by rapid shallow · and effort required to add.fess
breathing, chest pain,, sh'ort- · the issue properly, with profes- .
·
ness of breath, -sweating, aQ.d sional help.
. feeling faint.
·
. . If you have any questj.ons
· They may fast anywhere or tltjnk you might .have this
from minutes to hows.
disorder, please. call Student
They are obviously rather Health. Service_
s at 407-823, ~comfortable periods and are .. 2701.
.' iritensely
,
stressful..
FOrtUnately anxiety, 'with or ·
Email y~_ur questions to:,
without
panic
disorder, is highAskadoc@mail.ud.edu ·
,
- .

specializing·• 1.n :

.

received a BA. degree from the · ·is encouraged by the response
Uni,versity of Noh'.e Dame in 1953, they've gotten from students and
and , an M.EA. degree from . facuify during- their first two
Indiana U:riiversity in i955.. He's months.
quick to point ouf that while bis ., . "It has been a_pleasure to witartistic training ;was helpful, the ness the positive reactions · to.
motivation to create pre-existed these works," said Francis in a
bis professional training.
statement released Aug. 24. "This
. The Combination of drive and exhibition marks the beginning of
inStructionhasresultedinalaun- . an ·expanded emphasis on the
drj list of accolades for Hayes. visual arts at UCE"
He has received a post~octoral
Francis. 31.so hopes · t~ese
'Fulbright award; a Guggenheim sculptures :Will usher in a :new
. Fellowship, and a grant from tbe UCF .tradition that will emphaNationru Institute of Arts and size .~'creative · activities and
Letters:' . ·
·
researdh into OUT day~to-day
~ His works of art, howev~r; are activities."
··
not created tp ~awards. While .
Hayes' goal for the 'exhibition
he's proud" of his accomplish- is a bit mo~e modest. "I have
ments, wants bis art to Cause placed sculptures ·in [diverse]
reflection, ' not recognition. locations ... with the same goal
"Works of art must be, available .....,... to let people see and interact'
to people, a: principle behind most with the work on their own terms, .
·, of the exhibitions I have done," · and not' because it's (always]
.J said Hayes.
· ·
good for them," said Hayes.·
Ke Francis, UCF's chair of art, .
"It may or may riot be good for
agreed that Hayes' work ' should · them - that is; make their day
· be on djsplay. Francis was one of more rewarding. I don't know; but
the driving forces bellind bring- I do know ·... most feedback tells
· ing the sculptures to canipus. He 1 me thatthi'.s is positive."
,
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"SIZE MATT~RS" ·.

-"

, High.and Low Lights• Perms
., ' Stroiglitening •Color• Color Corr~ction
Men and Women's Hairc,4tting

·J 0% DISCOUNT fOR
·sTUDt:NTS .& 'FACULTY-.
'

I

*w/valid UCF ID, Discount applies to salon. servic·e s only. j\Jot
valid with any _o ther offers or promotions
.
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Full Line of Quality Pi'odutts from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL

'Ayjointjients 'Acceyted • Wa[Hns We[come •

(i i: WE ACCEPT VISA,& MASTERCARD

~

""'111!11!11~-~ll!tl!ll!I

12263 UNIVERSITY BLVD. • ORLANDO, FL 32817 • 407-~58-21l1
MON-FRI 9am - 8pm

SAT 9am - ,4 ,p m '.

~c-e O'BRleN'S ,
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ALL YOU CAN . DRINK'·

.

BUD
'I: ...LUS

I.:r.

DRAFr

WELL DRINKS t

ALL
A. MERE • · 1.0
. lllYFOR
I TI!Anl ONLY •.t.00 PB. ffOUi.
.
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:
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LIVE ·MU!:?IC BY

J ·

•••e •Tae•

S oaplaox GROOYI!

Su'ites With·t~e
Comforts of H~me... ·

~

·

..__
llAV£.WUON£t'OfALlYlllSAN,MAP1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8~
·"'"·

Affordable Spacious

~

...
~

II

1-817-EXTENDED'
(1-877-398-3633) .·
www.crestwoodsuites.com

.407·482· 1900""

Jumbo Wings'. ·
Pick your flavor fro"!1

th~

.
Flavor Zone

5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ........................·...........:.3.49
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch).:.... .......... :...........'. ..... ..5.99
15 (1 Flavor, -1 Ranch) ............. :................... ,... 8.4~ ·
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch)...... .. : ................ 10.99
. 30. (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch).... ...... .'.............. 15.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ............... ....... 24.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ........... ........... 35.99
100 (Up to 4· Flavors, 5 Rarich) ...... ............. -45.99

Chicken Sandwiches

~)

''

& 1/2 Pound Burgers
. served w/Wedge Fries*$6
*substitutions available for
an addltiohal charge

-

99
• .
'

Lettuce, Tomato, O(l'ion,
Mustard,_Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick your Sandwich ·
Grilled Chicken Breast '. Fried Chicken 'Breast• 1/2 lb Bu·

Pick your Flavor ·
Add Celery ........ ·................. : ..........................: .49
· Extrc~ Bleu Cheese or Ranch.. .. .. ~.................... 6.9
Add fries to any Wing order :.... .................... .. 1.7~

' Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

Cheese or No Cheese .'
Jumbo Size Your F"ries for Additional $.99 .,

•\
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. ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Tears in·
my beer
'Proposed bans flli11:ed my ·
·tailgating ... or did.they?

23

Consecutiv~ games
with a passing
touchdown foti Ryan
Schneider, breaking
his tie with Daunte
Culpepper for UCF's
best ever.

~

Consecutive g~m~s
that UCF has fail.ed to
score in the first
quarter.

•••
•
•
•
Schneider's career day helps Knights:stay alive

501

Total yards for
~chneider, breaking
Culpepper's previous
record of 480.

Combined penalties
for UCF and FAU,
breaking the
previous record of 30
versus Nicholls State
back in 1982. 1
.

I

UCF tross Country
placed fourth
overall at the Florida
Intercollegiate
Championships this
weekend. Danny
Cook placed
· thirteenth for the
· men, while Sara
Dill111an finished the
same forthe
woinen,but
recorded her best
time ever in the Sk
race.
Former UCF pitcher
and current Detroit
Tiger Mike Maroth
became the first
Major League
pitcher in 23 years
to lose 20 g~mes in
aseason.The loss
came at the hands
of the Toronto Blue
Jays in an 8-6
battle. Maroth is the
first pitcher since
Oakland's Brian ·
Kingman to hit the
20 loss mark.
Kingman did it in
1980.

Quota.bfes
"They came.here
with the intent to
embarrass us and
they basically did. A
win is awin is a
win, but we have
work to do on
defense:
-HEAD COACH
MIKE ~RUaEK

. "I'm astrong
person.I'm going to
overcome this:I
know that.
Hopefully, next year
and the rest of this
1 year,1'11 be able to ·
piovethat."
' .
'

-FORMER KNIGHT
• PITCHER MIKE
MAROTHON

OVERCOMING HIS

c

PHOTOS BY BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

(

Sophomore wide rec~iver Brandon Marshall had a career day against FAU, catching the ball five times for 104 yards, induding this 29-yard touchdown. Freshman Mike Walker (top right) 'also had 104 yards.

ninth-ranked Virginia Tech, trailed
early as FAU's Ben Cok\:)r sco~ed on a Defense fails despite victory, see A14
5-yard touchdown pass. Schneider
·I n the end, UCFneeded a record hooked upwithBrandonMarshall,wh@
·:1 was nervous," offensive tackle
setting performance by Ryan was able to pick his way through the Kyle Watkins said. "They beat Middle
Schrieider 'to escape a disas- Owls defense with some nifty moves, Tennessee with a 19ng touchdown pass
trous collapse on Saturda~
on a 29-yard touchdown pas!') and at the end, and it was setting, up the
The fifth-year senior pitched Luther Higgins caught a 16-yard touch- same ·w ay here. I was saying1 'That
, · can't happen to us.' Thank God.''
late into the fourth quarter, set- down pass to take a 14-7 lead.
The Knight's ineffective J?~SS
ting four new school marks, and in the ' Anthony Crj.ssinger got behind the
process sealed up.a surprisingiy close, Knights defense on a fly pattern and defense overshadowed ·a great per33-29 victory over Division I-AA Florida- equalized the score right before half- formance by the receivilig core.
· Atlantic University in front of 25,144 time' with a 40-yard touchdown pass Marshall and Mike W~er tallied 104
spectators at the Citrus Bowl.
·from Jared Allen'for FAU.
yards receiving apiec~. . Tavaris
. The Owls drove 8f'yardS for a late
After FAU'i;; Aaron Shanchez's 2- . Capers,, )VhO caught a game-high nine
touchdown pass, converted a two-point yard touchdown catch early· iii the , passes, had 89 yards while Huggins
pass, recovered ~ onside kick and . fourth quarter,.Schneider directed con- caught seven balls for 92 yards.
"We lost two good receivers last
drove inside UCF's 20-yard line with secuti:Ve scoring drives of 75 and 77
secol).ds left be~ore the Knights defense yards. A one-yard catch by Darcy · ~ear. But this group is better as a core. ,,
finally tightened up and halted the ' Johnson and an Alex Haynes' 10-yard You.can't focus on one guy because all
run sent most of the fans heading'for _of them can make plays," said
upset attempt.
When all was said and done, the exit as UCF seem to have it all Schneider. "It's ' th~ best core of
Schneider broke UCF records with 497 wrapped up, nursing a 33-2-1 leact with receivers I have ever played with."
passing yards, 501 yards .gained, 37 2:26 left.
"I pt~yed pretty g0od, but I also
completions and 23 consecutive games
Allen, who completed 26 of 40 pass- mru;le a couple of, mistakes here and
es for 352 yards and three touchdowns, there," added Schneider. "We did not ·
with a touchdown P!lS~"H we play the rest' of the year like continued his aerial assault on the play good as.a team and as a team capwe played today, we will not win anoth- Knights' secondary. He managed a ten- tain I have to take the responsibility."
er game," .a frustrated Schneider sa.ld play drive that was capped off by a five-·
"We're back to the drawing board,"
after the game. "I'm serious. We won't. yard toachdown toss to Crissinger with said UCF head coach Mike Kruczek.
Me throwing for 500 yards won't win 39 seconds left. Allen then hooked up · "They embarrassed us throwing the
games for us. Maybe 271? yards or ·with Roosevelt Bynes for a two-point ball."
something and we have to run•for 150. · conversion. The Owls recovered a des}he Knights have a much tougher
And we have to play defense.''
peration onside kick and nearly pulled test next Saturday when.they travel to
The Knights (1-1), who came off a off the Unthinkable for the second time Syracuse, a team that has beaten them
bye week after a season openingloss to in their early season. ·
twice the past .two seasons.

· FRITZ LORISTON
Staff Writer

·

P~ssing fancy
Senior quarterback Ryan
Schneider broke four UCF records
in Saturday's win over Florida
Atlantic:
·PASSING YARDS .:. 497
(Old record: Schneider, 440 yards , .
vs. Syracuse, Nov. 2, 2002)
, ·YARDS GAINED {passing and
rushing) - 501 (Old record:
Daunte Culpepper, 480 vs.
Louisiana-Monroe,Nov.1, 1997)
·COMPLETIONS - 37
(Old record: Culpepper, 36 vs.
Toledo, Oct. 4; 1998)
• CONSECUTIVE GAMES WITH A
TOUCHDOWN ~ASS - 23
(Broke tie with Culpepper)
Schneider also tied two of
Culpepper's school career records
against the Owls:
• 300-YARD PASSING GAMES .,- 15
· • 400-YARD PASSING GAMES- 3

,20THLOSS
I'

volleyball back oti track with sweep
MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

Friday night was about celebration for UCF women's volleyball,
while Saturday focused on togetherness.
The UCF volleyball team (4-3)
g0t back on track by sweeping all
'three matches · in the UCF Fall
Ii! Invitational.
11':
"We just went out there and had

a great time," said UCF setter
Jenny Frank. "That's the only way
to get it done.''
'
Frank was named to. the AllTournament team With 159 assists,
while outside bitter Emily Watts
was chosen as tournament MVP
totaling 69 kills in the three matches. Watts broke her career kill
mark twice.
Also
making
the
AllTournament team was Molly

Schrantz from Buffalo, Tamara
Fant from Centra1 Michigan and
Martina Veiglova from , Georgia
Sol).thern.
1,
"It was a total team effort," said
W11-tts. "We all came together.
Everyone provided kills, blocks,
and defense when we nee'ded them
to." ·i
It all got started Friday night
when UCF knocked Buffalo off ir
four games (30-28, 30-17, 2&.30, 30-

28). Watts led the team with 24 kills
while outside hitter Tonya Jarvis
chipped in 11 kills of her own.
Middle
Blocker
Amanda
Stoutjesdyk dorriinated the frontcourt with 12 kills and eight blocks.
''.Amanda has been doing that all
training camp," said head coach
Meg Colado. ''.She's a big physical
player, and she proved it against

.

PLEASE SEE

COLADO ON A14

'

·The sun rose from the east. 1-4 and
408 were backed up. The wonderful
parking attendants were flashing their
trad,emfi.rk smiles. The grass was
brown, but it wa.S still alive. .And, ~
always, · the kegs were tapped ·and
chilled to perfection.
You heard me, the kegs were plenty.
It seemed like there was one keg for
every singie fan at the·Citrus Bowl on
Saturday, and it was just plain beauti.,
ful. How did all of these fans get away
with breaking our new tailgating policies? They used their common sense '
and treated Saturday's g.:une just like
any other.
Something too many people apparently didn:t understand over this past
week is that these rules and policies
were proposed. So instead oftakingthe
time to ask someone in sports marketing, people just assumed . that
Armageddon had . arrived and thi:iy
· started threatening things like never ·
g()ing to the Citrus Bowl again. The
worst part is that people were blaming
it on marketing director Gert Garman,
and treating her like· the Anti-Christ. .
' This lady does more unappreciated
work at UCF than anyone else. ·
Okay, I'm done venting.
I had a blast tailgating this Saturday.
_ It didn't feel like anything was different
at all. I stood in line at aPort-0-Pottyfc;>r
six hours. My beers warmed up faster
, than a hooker with a hlindred dollar
bill. I ran into oldJriends that I hadil't
. seen in years and some people that I
hoped I'd never see again. On top of
that, I made some new friends that
taught me some new things.
Never would I have believed that
Italian sausage, ranch dressing, hot
sauce and a .Ritz cracker could be so
tasty. I really have to urge everyone to
take the time at all tailgates to turn to
the people to your right and make
friends with them. This has to be one of
my favorite pastimes. ,
Thlnking back, however, I would
have liked the opportunity to speak
with the crowd of Hurricane fans
behind me. Apparently a bunch of people became really lazy on the Turnpike
and deci~ed to call.it a day and stop in
Orlando. Here's my proposed tailgating
rule: Fbr every flag you raise on your ·
car for another school, I get to crack a
headlight. Sound g0od?
.
I WcµJ.t to thank "Primetime" BMarsh for putting on a great receiving.
display. That game mad~ me want to
puke, but that kid showed off just a
small glimpse of what he's g0ing to ,
become. People ask me why I'm so high ,
on this l{id. Wait one. more year and
you'll know why. I'm not riding the
Brandon Marshall bandwagon, l am
,driving the damn thing.
'
I'd like to recbgnize the fans at the .
Citrus Castle for putting on some great
dead time boxing matches. Seriously, if ·
you're so tough, then why aren't you in ·
pads on the field? Fightillgin the stands
· is only cool' when. it is betWeen littie
league parents. Cut it out, you're adults.
I did appreciate, however, the fans that
took the time to ask if I was all right at
the end of the game while my hea,<\ was
in my hands. Did I mention that game
m8de me want to pu,ke? .
Finally, I'd like to give notice of a few
friends. I had,my two best friends visiting from FAU and they constantly
· reminded me how grateful we should
be for our program. If everyone thinks
we're so low on the tot~m pol~, take a .
look at where these kids are. We could
be a lot worse off.
But my one true smile of the day
·came when my buddy Brian let me
know that he di<;ln't leave Blacksburg
. empty-handed. There wasn't a moment
that m84e me angrier, than when the
. Hokie naval punks stole Knightro's
head. Knowing my friend came back
with one of their' hats is good enough to
close that chapter.
Did you notice that I rffiu.y didn't
harp on th.e game? I'm putting
Saturday's g-ame ill my "Things I'll
Pretend Never Happened" folder. I'll
just say that someone's defense pooped
the bed on Saturday big time. Did I
mention this grurie made me want to·
puke?
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

l
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AROUND THE MAC

Knights' secondary allows 350 ·passing yards

/. ' .

% SCOREBOARD
Miami(OH)
Northwestern

44
14

Minnesota
OhiO

.Ball State
Pittsburgh

42

21

You'Sfston State .13
Kent tate
- 10

EastKen~

41

42
20

r

Lil>er!Y '

'

Central • • n

4~

~mg Green

Virginia
West Michigan

59
16

Toledo
Marshall

3
62

."

-

East Michigan
Alaon

17
24

C~te

30
15

B lo

. safe from . FAU's pass-happy
offense.
·
With 39 seconds remaining in
The · Golden Knights' defense regulation, Allen wa8 able to throw
struggted early and often against a cru~ial touchdown fr?m. the 5FAU's passing grune on Saturday. 1 yard line. Instead of kicking the
Due to the lack of pressure by extra point, FAU decided to go for
the defense the Owls were able to two which they successfully conthrow for. o~er 350
allowing · verted, making it a four-point ball'quarterback Jared Allen to com- grune.
,
lete
65
percent
of
his
·
p
asses.
In
.
'lb
m.
ake
things
eve.
n
more
P
the first half alone FAU threw for mteresting, the Qwls retained pos"
150 yards and ~ touchdowns session immediately by recov~rmg
tying the .score 14-14 by halftime. ' their own onside kick. Thankfully
The problems began .early for the Knights, the defense were
when FAU drove up the field' 80 able to step up and prevent FAT)
yards for a touchdown. on their. from scoring the most important
· fu¥'d possession. Later in the sec-, . touchdown of the g.;un~. .
. ond quarter, UCF couldn't contain
Prater once agam liad .a stel).ar
.the Owls from scoring again before performance d~spite missing a 34
the halfwith another 80-yard drive. yard ~elq goal· ~ the ~ quarter.
.A t halftime, adjustments were . He finished the night with two field
made by the team that had UCF go~ ~o:rlgwith a couple of punts,
playing much better defense, hold- averagmg.42.5 Y3:fds·
.
ing the ~ scoreless throughout
After the :.grune'. m'.fily ·players '
. thetlprd quarter.
.
expressed disappo~trhent by th~
'We jll$1 talked about going out MJ:!O~ce of thell' d~ense.
and pgtying better and just gBtnQg
We didn't play at our level
ha.Gk to some basic calls and doing today or what,,the !evel we feel we
. some basic things, and I thought sho~d .be on, sru.d strong safety
they responded through the third Atari Bigby.
quarter," said defensive coordinaAs ~ar as.undei:estimatingtheir .
tor Bill D'Ottavio.
opponent, Bigby disagrees,
But once again . UCF · found
"We made a lot of mistakes.
itself struggling migb.tily in the That's what it ~boils dbwi_i to." 1
foUrth .quarter as the Owls were
One man who may disagree
. able to score on their :firSt posses- wit~ that is h.e~d coac~ Mike
sion, taking the lead 21-20: Even Krticzek Instead o~ blaming the
when the Knights held a 12 point .defe!18e on mental IIllStakes, he felt
lead late in the grune, they weren't not enough guys were , making

Florida Atlantic

yaros,

Central~

Toledo 24, Marshall 17

formance, returning to form in
leading
Miami of Ohio to a 44'Ibledo made a statement on
Friday night by defeating 14 rout over Northwestern.
The junior completed 28 of
. Marshall at home.
Bruce Gradkowski complet~ 37 passes to 10 different
ed 10 of 20 passes for 140 yards, ireceivers for 353 yards and
including tWo touchdown pass- three touchdowns. · ·
Martin Nance caught four
es, and Astin Martin ~cored on~
pas'
s es for 126 yards· and
10-yard run with 1:10 remaining,
propelling 'Ibledo to a 24-17 vie- . scored on 61 and 18-yard
tory over the lJ'hundering Herd, receptions to lead ' the
Marshall's second ldss at home Redhawks (1-1), who tallied
.515 yards of total offense.
since 1996.
,,
Marshall coillmitted fi~e
turnovers
as
Graham Colgate 38,Buffalo 15
Buffalo's losing streak conGochneaur, who replaced
· injured starting quarterback tinues as Colgate's Jamaal
Stan Hill, started his first game. Branch ran for .170 yards and
He finished 31-of-39 for 289 two touchdowns in a 38-15
yards.
, rout.
It was a disappointing hom13
The Rockets . "(2-1). have
defeated. Marshall for the third opener for the Bulls (0-3), who
extended College ' Football's
time in four seasons.
longest current losing streak to
Miami (Ohio) 44, Northwestern 14 13._ Buffalo's Randall Secky
Ben Roethlisberger amend- completed only nine passes for
ed for his season opening ~er- 74 yards and was sacked twice.

co.,.ner
l.,nsports.ucf.~du

JULIE REEVES'
Contributing Writer

Flag Football games begin today!
Starting today at 4 p.m., a
record 1.42 .flag football teams
will begin their . quest' for 'the
l!J.tramural
Flag Football
Championships. Each team has
tl}eir sights set on "The Road to
New Orleans," which repre-

E~ICStaffWriter
KERN ISH

be as they prepare for next weeks
mm•e at Syracuse.
e.~~
· · "Come eut there focused on
what we have to do and don't overlook any team that we play. Treat
everybody the same," Poe said.
D'Ottavio feels the number one
focal point for the .Golden Knight
defense is to improve their pass
i defense.
,
· 'We've got to get more pressure
on .the QB," said D'Ottavio. ''We've
got to tighten some things down in:
coverage:·We let some things open
and we'w ·· gu~ to get better like
that."

---'--'--------------~-------

I

sents the automatic bid the teams in the sorority lea.glle BCM and Lruµbda Chi, who bQtij
ACIC National Flag Football slJ,ould also ·make a run; with , · appeared in last season's 'final
Tournament that the Men's Alpha Xi Delta and Tri Qelta four.
The Men 's Recreational
Competitive and Women's being the teams who had the
champions' will receive .from most success in 2002. ·
league is wide open as always,
The Men's Competitive as last year's champion, Sigma
UCF. The national tournament
·takes plac~ ~New Orleans, La., leagu,e, has a similar theme, as· Alpha Epsilon II, likely has seen
last season's champion has most of it's top players called up
starting on Dec. 27.
Last season's women's undergone
a
substantial to the·first string: team.
' champion, Buzzkill,' has resur- makeover. Sig Ep, who ~reached
faced with a new team name the quarterfinals of the national·
IM Sports corner
and a few new players. "Chix tourn~ment, has seen the
presented by
Squad", led by quarterback Kim majority of their returning talFreed and wide receiver Aya ent leave to form a new team.
Fllnahashi, have won two, flag Light Em Up should be t e -1
football championships at UCF favorite to win the competitive
and have made two consecutive league, with veteran quarter. apTiearances in New Orleans. back Matt Malloy at the helm,
Ch~ ~quad Should be t~e
and his two favorite targets,
407-2824000 • Across from UCF
favorite to repeat again, but will Phil Berk ·and Alejandro
open 11a'.m-4am
face their toughest competition · Zapata. They will be challenged
(1 lam-2am Sun-Wed)
from the Nightmares. Several by two strong returning' teams,
FREE DEUVERY!
'

.

things happen.
"We didn't step up and make bicr
"O
plays. They embarrassed us by
tbrOwing the football. Jumping up,
making catches in the end-zone.
Great players step up and ma\m
great plays," said Kruczek
Antoine Poe, who led the team
with two sacks.. did feel that perhaps the team overlooked the.Owls
just a bit.
"I feel we did good," said Poe.
"But overall as a team we came out
there kind of over-ronlident."
With that, Poe understands~at
the defense's· primary goal should
',,

Purchase a day pass a nd us~ o ur
gear free. Includes : s h oes,
harness and be la y device.
Valid wi t h coupo n only.
One · per person

I

.

Soccer scores shutouts
I

Men use defense to recor,d third win

due to their defensive stops and smart play.
"Defensively; I'm re~ pleased," said Wmch.
The )(nights' defense; led· by Malec, helped
Mcintosh only have to make two saves, while
BGSU's DeGraff had nine.
The Knights continue to play strong as they '
prepare for tl,te University Qf Kentucky Invitational
next week.

UCF men's soccer defense shut down Bowling
Green State University 1-0 Friqay night at theUCF
Soccer Compl~ Junior Eric Vasquez scored his
first goal of-the ·season late in the second half to
give tp.e Knights the lead for good.
. ·
Both teams failed to score in the first half,
which was controlled by UCF (3~1"1) as they out- DAN WIBERG'
shot the Falcons 10-5. Senior Chris Beaulac had
the best chance in the•first half to score for the
Knights as he attempted a h'eader that was Women score late for double overtime victory ·
.snatched out of the air by BGSU's goalkeeper
The first nigb.t ·of the KUStore.com.CTIIDson.&
1David DeGratt at 31:15.
Blue Invitational on Friday prov~d to be e~citing
· ''We controlled the tempo of the game, which for the women's soccer team as they outlasted San
was important for [us];" said UCF head coach Bob Diego State 1-0 ill a grueling double overtime .
Winch:·
.
game.
,
.
The first half caine to a close as the Falcons'
Goalkeeper Julie Snaman played the entire
Ben Monette attempted a last second shot that game and earned her second career shutout for
flew over UCF's goal.
·
. the Knights. Freshman defensive back Kristen
The second· half belonged to the Knights, as ' Huang scored·her first goru of the season, beating
they continued to control the · game and . make San Diego State goalkeeper one-on-one in the closplays. Early in the half, freshman Rafael Teixeira . ing minutes of double ov€lrtime on an assist from
·made a nice pass to sophomore Jon Imi'an, whose . freshman Monique Aviles.
, Huang becomes the fourth player this·year to
header just missed. Moments later Vasquez nailed
the only goal of the·game after receiving a pass off score a game-Winning goal, joining Shannon Wmg,
of a throw-in by- Billy Judino. · The Falcons (1~1-1) Courtney Baines andAViles.
had the chance to tie the score on a shot by Dusty
The Aztecs outshot UCF 14-13, but UCF's tfiirSnyder, when goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh was teenth shot on goal would prove to be costly for
cauftht out of the net, but senior Brian Malec made .· San Diego State.
UCF does not have a liome game until Sept. 25
another one of his defensive stops as he-ma,de the
sliding save to preserve the win. ·
·
against co1lference rival Campbell.
'· The Knights outplayed BGSU on offense, but . . UCF."is now 2-1 onthe road and theywill 1conaccording to Mcintosh the defeBse won the game. tinue to, have to come up big on the road, as after
This game was the fourth shutout of the season for Kansas on Saturday the Knights have tough
the Golden Knights. . .
.·
· games against Florida J\tlantic and Florida
"The · whole season it's . been the defense's International. The Knights are still un,defeated at
shutouts," said M~Intosh. "From the inldfielders to home this season,.and UCF will try to keep it that
way· ~d ~for a .3-0 mark at home.
the defenders, they'r(:( playing hard."
UCF has continued to outshOot their opponents
- FRANK.KOSHEL

:

. \')

COlado ·eams99th career victory
three minute match.
· · are really excited.to see things
·
. ':Jana: has played very well, · comingfogether." ,
Buffalo."
this being her freshma.Il sea- ·
UCF improved ' its record to
UCF was .able to keep the son;" -said Colado~ "She has 12-3 · all-time on Parents' . ·
momentum going · Saturday . earned a starting spot, and :this Weekend.
afternoon as the Golden Knjghts was a good show~se to show
Both Georgia Southern and
knocked off Central Michigan in what she has to offer for the Central M~chigan finished the
five games (20-30, 30-2~, 24-30, futiire of our team." .
weekend with 2-1 recotd.s. The
30-28, 15-10). '
In . the nightcap UCF shut Eagies earned second place by
Again it was.Watts who lead down defending · Southern beating the Chippewas on
the way with a personal best 26 Conference champion Georgia Friday night. :J3uffalo finished
kills. Frank posted her six,th Southern in three games.(30-26, the tournament with a 0-3 mark.
career triple-double with 58 30-24, 30-24).
.
UCF's homecoming tour cionassists, 11 digs, and 10 kills.
·Watts posted a double-double tinues ne:Xt weekend as Whalen
··Sophomore.Chaz .Arah recorded with 19 kill~ and 11 digs, while . and Stoutjesdyk ge~ to play in ,
career block number 100 'i n senior 1· Lindsey . Whalen ,their home state of Michigan.
game three of the match.
The Golden Knights will take
anchored the backcourt with 22
' · Freshmen Kelly Kl4tkenborg " digs.
on .Oakland, New, Orleans, and
and Jana Mitchell each had' 10
"The team performance was · 'Western
Michigan
in
kills · providing the Golden outstanding," said COlado. "The Kalamazoo, as Colado looks for
Knights with other offensive r~t~ion of our 'middles her 1ooth,]ictory as head coach
options . in the two hour and (Stq) tjesd;yk and Mitchell) .. . we of the Gol~n Knights,
,
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OUR STANCE

Fl~ ·hanging could

:spark bigger problem ·
I

seats. None of tli~m we~e protesting ·
the flag. Chalk it up to short notice,
or a lucky break for ROCK, but the
end of a months-long project by a
C>
conservative campus group was the
only subject on display in that room.
Not a single protester in sight.
.ala .....
The Future endorsed the plan.to
put flag'S in the 'classrooms, but:·
opposed ROCK's effort to install the
flag'S in opposition to the SGA'.s deci-·
sion. Opponent~ said the flagwould
WAYNE STAYSKAL I KRT
stifle free speech, rather than reflect
a n.ation founded on free speeeh.
Were protesters too afraid of having therr speech shouted down? Is it
a self-fulfilling prophecy tha:t those
who fear the power of the flag would
'. "vast majority" - 51 percent of the student
-Money equals power in flag issue
cower in its presence, rather than
body, ~rding to a Future poll-·feel the
· In response to President Hitt's flag e-mail,
stand against it?
flag'S should be displayed. Besides, only 800
I'd just like to say that he's definitely made it · students of the 42,000 attending voted on this
The original request ROCK made
clear that the student Government Association issue, representing roughly 1.9 percent of the
this summer t.o have SGA pay for
is useless, and that if you have enough money,
the flag'S would have been a footnote
·
·
student body.
you can do whatever you want on campus
or a brief in a newspaper if not for
Disrn,iss how R()CK procured the funds and
. reg'lll'dless of where that ·money is coming
the dissent that followed.
any controversy surroundfug Shannon Burke.
from~ Whether t~ey see'it now or not, they've
The national media wouldn't
' All these issues certainly ignite decent scholar~
·set a precedent where money talks and [exple- ly debate, but the university has a·responsibilihave noticed, or debated the merits
tive] walks. Next time lets ask the mafui or
of the plan, if not for an implied disty that we have overlooked in tlie rush for
some KKK members to donate the money. It's
gust rurected at opponents of the
patrlotisrri and tolerance. ·
the exact same thing.
flag'S. Combinillg this atmosphere
UCF's vision states "we believe that the
with the endorsement and presence
best university community is one that is inclu- JESSE BENEDICK sive, diVerse, respectful, caring, and underof the UCF Administration could've ·
created an actual atmosphere of stistanding df all individuals and groups." How
fled free speech, rather than the theZer<:> .tolerance is a losing game , can the.flag"S be displayed in good conscience ·
oretical on~ proposed by flag oppo. The current zero-tolerance program a:t UCF when it is·obvious that there are people within
nents.
on-campus housing is a God-forsaken idea, and this community who view this display as .
Despite the cause of the absence
I am spearheading a campaign to reform meth- oppressive? If one person out of 100 feels that
of opposition at the flag hanging, the · ods, preserve rights, and prevent further
they cannot openly contribute to their own eduflag issue h:as by no means died: It
cation due to the display of the flag, then t}$
~dermining of resident assistants, REACH;
I?ay have only begun.
Peer Education, and a culture of eAucation that university is doing that ·person and themselves
a huge disservice. Celebrating or denouncjng
l
the student body iS striving to achieve. ·
I am aware of incredibly shady practices, . . the flag is a personal choice and,should not be
forced upon anyone. Each person should .dicincluding keying into residents' rooms, the
tate how her or she chooses to recognize the
inability for RAs to speak up, and the lack of
American flag.
oversight of the Housing Administration. The
· [Editor's note: The.Future poll published
stuff I've seen, heard and done myself is
Sept. 8 included votes from all visitors to the
deplorable.
www.ucfnews.com Web site, not necessarily
In addition to the zef<>'.tolerance law, which
just UCF students.]
turns
RAs
into
police,
removes
due
process,
I
and rajl1:ces the ~e oilife f<;?r :;ill invQlved, •.
--MATTHEW FISHER
there are also laws against aqy posters or
' GRADUATE STUDENT
memorabilia related to alcohol, including,caps
'
·
and signs~
· I will use legal manners tp achieve
Cost in fans .could outweigh gains
goals, as I am the vice president of the I saw your article about UCF putting
American Civil Liberties Union at UCF. I will
restrictions
on the tailgate party before football
.
he Recording Industry
decades. They leave out how the
Despite their relatively !Ow percentsee this through, and very few people (no~e
games arid I became outraged. I was in the ·
Association Of America on
· .artists themselves have .been battling · agB take of an album's overall profits,
that I have seen so far, actually), are fil'lnly
process ,of checking out kegprices when a
'Tµesday settled their first case the recording industry to get more
artists like Metallica aren't sleeping
~st me.
friend
called and tol~ me what was going on,
againSt 8: Kazaa user for allegBcny
than 5 percent of the money made
in dumpsters, even with the 31 perso
I
went
back to campus to pick up a copy of ,
sharing more than 1,000 songs op the from record sales. They forget to
cent drop in overall CD sales sinee
...,.... MATT SHANNON theFuture. ·
the year 2000.
.,
Internet The accused: a 12-year-old mention that in the end, the people
I managed to get in touch with Gert Garman·
girl. I
who pirates st~ the µiost from
So, in historical terms,.,what does
of
sports
marketing to ask her a few things
Why
are
you
ashaffied?
Brianna LaHara agreed to pay
t~p level music industry executive
that make the RlAA? Wh~ever you
about
the
restrictions: No longer will there be
Last
week;
aFUture
opinion
column
read
11;mlti-millionaires. ··
·
liken them to, it isn't flattering. So
the RlAA $2,000, or about $2·per
of radio stations and conall
the
commotion
"our s~de!lt government voted to deny ROCK
' The music industry's slump in
instead of jailing America's presong.they claim she shar~ over the
tests
and
prizes
goi,ng
on in the parking lots;
the
fullding
to
place
Americfil:i
flag"S
in
classquality, which brought on most of this teens, they're giving them a slap on
net. In case you're counting, that's
will all be in Tinker Field. No longer can I
that
rooms
(which
goes
far
beyond
the
issues
of
about 4,000 gias~es of lemonade ·
decline, has taken ·a back seat to talk the·wrist to the tune of four years of
stay outside.of the arena and listen to the
money) ... " Does it? Since when does our SGA
of the depressing effect 'song-sharing allowance. In the meantime, they're
she'll need to sell.
game
on the radio; I have to go inside with the
have the right to approve or deny student body
In any other type of case, the zeal · has had on the music industry. Most
allowing amnesty to those who tell on
crowd, expensive beer and
claustrophobic
ol\
withaction
in
anyway
other
than
providing
with which the RlAA has pursued
of the industry's efforts are focused
themse~es, erase all of their pirated
, expensive food.
'
holding
funds?
Sen.
Jared
Schiller
eonfirmed
this girl would likely be derided by
on selling the top names; and replimusic, and promise, via notarized.
who
have
graduated
and can
I
have
friends
this with his-qu9te in tQ.e "Flag'S fly today'' artiAmericans from sea to shining sea. . eating acts that succeed. The result
affidavit, that they will never again
no
longer
~t into the games for free, and I am
cle
41
the
Sept.
8Future.
Furthermore,
the
Would this same girl be sued if she
.i s lots of fresh acts mimicking the
share pirated music. Seek amnestY
certainly not going to leave them Outside. This
funds thafSGA can disperse come from the
distnbuted 1,000 ppems by Langston proven winners, but only with one or . and the music industry claims they •
means·
I get kicked out too:No longer Ca.n I
UCF Admillistration, who already approved
Hughes, or.maybe some copyrighted
two singles, while the rest of an
will not s~k out your wallet.
bring
a
keg, the easiest way to transport · ·
the project. I think that if SGA wanted to block
pictures of cats?
album isn't worth listening to.
.
Considering the horror stOries of
beer.
Instead
of 20 people paying under $100
the
placeinE;lnt
of
the
flag'S
at
UCf,
they
should
Since recor<;l eompanies live fr.om
Since it involVes music piracy, an act
ordinary people who found themtotal
for
a
keg
and tap, each of us has to spend
administration
board.
In
have
appealed
to
the
which owes its huge p0plilarity to
albupi sales, when people decide to
se!Ves caught up in lawsufts sept. 8
$20
to
bring
enough
beer in cans or bottles to
all honesty, this is entirely about money, not
kids and teenagBrs, this case is being just download the best songs and
.when the RlAA filed 261 of them, it
which
could
triple
the amount of garbagB
last,
as
tt
pertains
to
SGA
versus
ROCK
anarchy,
pushed as legitimate.
make their own album, the record
would be assumed that music sharin the lots.
· · .
UCF
has
an
extremely
diverse
population.
'
The truly legitimate issue is that
. cotjipanies cry foul. Why? Because
ing would grind to.a halt, but it hasI
started
out
planning
a tailgate to the first
How true. But why are you Americans
n't.
.
Brianna was distributing copyrighte_d the current business model only
get a bunch of
home
game
so
that
I
could
ashamed to fly the flag that represents your
material for free. RlAA spokespeople allows consumers ~o choiees: buy a
Until the music industry can·
friends
together
and
party
with
the rest of UCF,
this
country?
Do
you
become
freedom
in
·· full album with mostly unpalatable
say this is stealing, and stealing is
make ,a bettei; less extortionate sys- "
before
and
during
the
game.
We
used to be
unco~ortable
when
yous~
the
Ameri~
flµg
• wrong. 'Tu humanize their plea, earli- tracks, or buy singles, and clutter
tern of distributing music, they're
of us vvent
able
to
stay
at
our
cars
while
some
fly dtµ'ing the.medal ceremonies at the Olympic
er this year they launched an ad
your collection with discs that need
going to keep losing customers to
in
and
then
switched
after
,a
little
while.
Games?
Do
you
~t
sweaty-palmed
on
July
4.
campajgn showing some 6f the many to be swapped every five minutes to . alternative music outlets.
I've never stayed in the arena tl;Lat long simwhen more flag'S fly across the world than on
·regular people in the recording
hear the tracks that are worth listenWhile the RJAA has been investiply
qecause of the price of beer and the fact ,
any
other
day
of
the
year?
Did
you
blush
when
ingto.
·
..
industry who music file sharers
gating its customers, iTunes, Apple's
that
I couldn't take any into the arena, but I
you saw the firefighters erect the flag on the
allegedly hurt by Q.ownloading or dis- ·· They bilry these facts because
Internet music service, has sold it's
still
enjoyed
going fo the games and listening
of
the
World
Trade
Center
on
Sept.11,
site
· tributing music for free. They also - they know these facts are the very .
10 :rllillionth song only·four months
Now UCF has limited my choices
on
theTadio.
2001?
I
certainly
hope
your
national
pride
is
reason why many Ametjcans can
mentioned that pirates are "hurt~
after setting up shop. The service's
and
is
basically
telling me wher~ to go at what
stronger than that. Ken Davis, a well-known
the artists tl}ey love" by doing this. '
justify downl9ading and sharing .. wild popularity has shoWn. people ·
time,
what
I
can
and can't bring, who is wel;-·
comediall,
said
it
best:
"I
think
America
ought
What the.RlAA conveniently fails
music at the rate of millions of songs that the Internet is a viable venue for
'
come
and
who
is
not welcome.
to
be
a
country
that
welcomes
people
from
all
to mention is that the artists who :
per day. With the averagB price of'a
'selling music. Perhaps th.a t will be
I
had
a
lot
of
respect
for
UCF
as
a
school
as
c0lor
of
over
the
world,
no
matter
what
the
CD nearing $20, sharers of free
they represent are a.ISo the artists
enough to show the RlAA that fixing
their skin, no matter what their.religion. But ... they have been quite lenient on students and
who they've ro:utinely exploited for
music have been likened to Robin
their own problems is a better idea
their activities compared to other schools,
if
you're in America and you are embarrassed
financial gain-for the last few
Hoods of the new millennium.
than, taking kids' lunch money.
some of which don't even have a bar on camby the flag of America, you're in the wrong
pus. But my respect for UCF, as.well as my
country."
·
team spirit, has now been diminiShed.
n a rare rurect address," UCF
President John Hitt wrote an email to the students of UCF
Friday. In it he announced UCF's
official,stance on the flag'S in the
· classr<ioms issue, supporting the
installation of flag'S on campµs ..
Though most of the .letter focused on
the inevitable endorsement of
American flag'S by a public school, it
·brought up an interesting point.
Once the process was set iii
motion, fl,ag'S were inevitable. After
the SGA denied a request from student group Rebuilding on a
Conservative Kornerstone, or
ROCK, to pay for .American flag'S in
every UCF classroom, the group
made it clear they'd buy them anyway, but with outsjde funding.
UCF's administration had previously offered to install the flags for
free if.ROCK bought them. UCF didn't specify whether this meant flag'S
. had to be bought by the SGA. So the ·
administration, as Hitt's point goes, .
had no politically safe choice. Once
ROCK bOught its flag'S, UCF would
be faced with the uncomfortable and
politically dangerous problem of
saying "take your flag'S elsewhere" ·
after.ROCK already had them.
Hitt, no stranger to media relations, knew th~ controversy such a
move would bring would outweigh
any previous controversy' over the
SGA denying funding. Headlines like
''Where will the flag'S go?" or
"Patriots left in limbo''. would run in
papers throughout the coUn.try, or at
' '

the very least jt'd get bad press from ·
the 'local television stations. ·
- So Hitt and his fellow administrators backed the flag plan.A few
hours after this official stance was
released, in a ceremony announced
only Friday morning, a flag was
placed into a mount above a coni·puteri.?;eq desk in an auditorium in
Classroom I room 104.
Camera cre:WS from' a few local
,television stations looked on, in a
silent but well lit leeture hall. A liter- ·
, ally blue-collared man-climbed a lad-·
der, slid the flag into its permanent
1
resting spot, and unfurled it. .
· Interviews were given, photos were
taken, and it wa8 ·over.
, In a few weeks, every class on ·
campus should have flag"S, thanks t«;>
- ROCK's fund 'raising effort on a local
radio station, and the free installa~
tion offered by the UCF Physical
Pl,ant.
.
'
Now UCF faces a problem that
could paint the school in a worse
light than just saying no to the flag'S
in the first'place. At least one
·
teacher has said he'll cover the flag
while he's teaching in rooms.
With an estimated 100 students
opposed to the flag inst.a'.nation in
the Student Union the day SGA senators voted down the bill, there will .
likely_ be at least one student out~
raged enough to.pull 'a flag down, or
. otherwise deface it.
At the flag installation ceremony,
about a d9zen people ~pread out
, across an auditorium With over 100
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One in 100 all that is needed
I would like to address the flag issue
brought forth by ROCK That there is a signifi• , cant argument over this mattei; should in itself
be the most compelling reason for keeping
flags out of the classrooms..I)isreg'lll'd all.the
rhetoric about how the SGA In. some fashion
failed the student body, or that thell: votes did
not adequately represent the wishes of the
campus GOillJllunity. Fbrget the fact that the

Asporting retort

,

Luke - I'm giad you're coming down to the
game as .I'll1 sure you'll see that you're still
going to have a great time in a much safer
· environment for our students, alumni and
fans.
·
- .GERT GARMAN
ASSISTANT ATHLETICS DIRECTOR f'.{)R MARKETING AND PROMOTIONS
)

TheFuture encourages comments from readers. Letters tothe editor shouldnot exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar,style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407·' '7-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
'
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CLASSIFICATIONS

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

100 HelpWanted:Cieneral
400 Services
125 HelpWanted: Sales/Marketing 450 Retail
SOO Events: Campils.·
150 Help Wanted: Part-Time
17~ HelpWanted:Full-Tnne
525 Events:Greekl.ffi\
5511 Events: Off-Campus
200 FotRent:Homes
600 TraYl!I
, 22~ ~r Rl!llt,Apartments
700 Worship ·
250 Roomma~
275 Sublease
·
· 800 Mist'ellaneous
!JOO Wanted ·
300 ForSale: General
32S ForSale:AutomotiVe
9'J9 Lost&Found
350 FOt:Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. L,ooking for
exciting and outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-1-20 Height: 4'8" to
5"10". For lingerie photo & video portfolio
demo's. Call 407-898-7900.
•Ask about free photos!

· MondaY, - Friday.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

English .Parterner Wanted
Friendly Native English speaker needed
to 'improve communication skills.
Teaching Chinese. in return.or payment
also available.flexible time.
email:czhuo@mail.ucf.edu
Valet Parking • Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing,' motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

:

By Ph-0ne: (407) 447-4555

By Fax: (407).447-4556'

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

AD RATES
HELP WANI'ED

5 p.tn. Fr-1. for Mon. Issue
5 t;1.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

,

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks): .
Bolding: '
large Headline:

PAYMENT METHODS

In.J?eJ·son: University Court, ·suite 115

Uhiv. Blvd. &Rouse behind Chik-Fil-A '
' Cash, Chec,l(,
,·
, ·
. ,Mastercard, VISA1 AMB;X '

'

.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

BJ E-mail: classifieds@UGF'news.com.

3361 Rouse Roa:d., #115 '
Orlando, FL 32817

I

a

WANTED:

_ Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get PaidTo Participate in Focus ~roups $25 to $250
All You Need is aComputer• an Internet Connection

Bartending Training Provided,
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

Meet m?rk.
AVON'S NEW Sales Opportunity
Products created for women ag_
e s 16-24
Order Online, Easy commission plan.
Call 407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvisor.c~m.

ENTREPRENEl,JRS ONLY!
Be your own boss and work your own
hours. Sound too good? Just get the
facts!!! Call me to set up an interview.
407-366-7312.

0

· Don't w~it for graduation to get a job. in journalism.
· Newsroom recruiters valu~ experience, and the Future provides it.

. For
more information,
CALL 407-447-4 555
'
.
or E-MAIL: editor@UCFnews.com .
0
Customer Service Reps PIT
No exp. necessary but always a plus. ·
Bilingual a plus. Must b'e able to type @
ample speed. Located near Orlando Int
Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay.
AM/PM positions available. Call Braridon
@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2118
or email @ bbracfy@gosafco.com

Dennis Uniforms is hiring top notch
friendly customer-service orientated
employees. Approx. 28-32 hrs/wk.
Mon.'- Thur 11 - 6 and ev~ry other Sat
10 - 2. Can be split between two people.
$7-8/hr. Fax resume 407-522-9890 or
call Rona or Kira at 407-292-0395 x 301 .

mi1 HELP WANTED:
~Part-time

Nanny wanted in Winter Park area.
Education student pref.
. 2 yr. old & 16 mo. old. Wages negiotable.
Contact Jeff 407-843-2111 x401 or
407"739-5198.
GET PAID FOR INTERNET
RESEARCH!!
Part Time, Mornings or afternoons
duties incl: internet data research &
capture. Private Office $8/hr M-F, located
in Winter Parle Call 407-647-9200

PITA 1PIT IS HERE!
For great PT employment, please call
407-380-2333 or apply within. Actoss
from UCF next to Smoothie King -in
Collegiate ViUpge.

Magazines

•••••••••
Do you know what you want
t9 do after'graduation? ·- "

Do you like:..

'f!

~'

$"

• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students

~

For more information, caU us at
(UCF-1AIR)
or visit us at our web site:
http://airferce.ucf.edu
407-823-~247

.

witl-i a two-year se_rvice_agreenient

•.Unlimited·Night & Weekend Minutes
• Nationwide ~ong Distance Included
• .600 Anytime Minutes
..
(400 included & 200 additional
Anytime·Minutes)
'
.

Siemens C56.

Motorola·120T
Stud!lnt,
faculty
Discount

~s4·o~e='·

~\ s4
- o·
.

YOU

.

An additional monthly $1 .75 Regulatory Program Fee will be added to your bill for each line of service to help fund-AT&T Wireless compliance wilh v~rious governmenl mandaled programs. This is nol a lax or a governmenl required charge. limited time offer. Requires new octivolion on a qualified AT&T Wireless colling pion,
credi1·approval, S36 activation lee, 1wo-yeor agreemenl, a compatible device and a 5175 cancellation fee. May nol be available for purchase or use in all areas.
Usage is rounded up lo the next lull minule. Unused monlhly minule allowances lost. Roaming, additionpl minute charges, other restrictions, charges, surcharges and
faxes apply. Subject to General 'Terins and Condttions and colling pla~ brochure. Moy not be ovailoble with olher offers. Signed two-year agreement mus! be returned
~ithin fitsl 60 days or you will receive benefits-associated wilh one-yerir agreemenl. Night and Weekend Minutes Promotion: Available on ca.lls placed !rain the Home
Service Area. Applicable fong distance charges additional. Night and weekend airtime is from 9:00 p.m. to 5:59 a.m. M.onday.frid ay; and Friday 9:00 p.m. through
Monday 5:59 a.m. Additional Anytime Minutes: Available as'long as your rote pion remains unchanged. All feims and conditions relating Include Anytime Minutes
apply. Nationwide long Dislance: No wireless long distance charges apply to coils placed from your Home Service Area to anywhere in the U.S. Standard airtime
charges apply. Credit car coils exiluded. Phone Rebole: One rebate per activation on calling plans 539.99 monthly or more. Phone must remain active on Al&T
Wireless service for at least 30 days an cf when rebate is processed: The majority of your airtime usoge must be on AJ&T wireless nelworl! io be eligible for ser\1re.
Certain restrictions apply. See mail-in rebale coupon for details. Rebate expires'9/13/03. 2003 AT&T Wireless Servic~s. A!I rights reserved.

UCF Washington Center
(Q1 Canµs re<t: totl:e Bol<stcre)

Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm

·4f7-497-0'673

'

R• 0 •T • C

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses

•

· Now hiring agenfs ~o set photographer
appointments 1
.
'

.'\

I

"'
• Up to $1.5,000
tuition per year
• $510 in textbooks reimbursement
.• Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

Incentives
include:

Tben Trader Publishing·is:for you!
~

~'
·)·:··

U.S.AIR FORCE

Qualified .Freshmen/Sophomore students. enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available _scholarships.

•A casual work environment?
•Flexible hours?,
.
•Greatpayr

39' / ·month.

Stiident,Faculty
Discount

Baqysitter for, a 5 yr. old girl.
Afternoons/weekdays. Approx 12 hrs/wk.
Flex. hrs. UCF area. Exp. pref. Edu .
majors a plus. Call 407-679-8716.

• •••••••••

Al&TWireless mlife loca-1Plan
5 9

_...; ·

Attention Animal Lovers
PIT to demo per products at major pet
retaile'r. This is a weekend only pos. Prio(
retail/sales exp. helpful. Email resumes
to jan_st'i!ncel@clareps:com.

Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?·

www.SurveysForStudents.com

s49_99
SS 0

PIT Sales: Sell the new Mark line of
beautY producis from Avon for ·16-24 yr.
olds. Earn commissions and college
credit. Call Karen at 407-578-1704 or
· e-mail Cprtnrs@cs.com.

Are you interested in an exciting career?

For More Info, Please Visit:

Nokia 2260

I

WRITERS • ALL SECTIONS, COLUMNISTS,
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS W/ .QUARK EXP.

• AY'Ork location near UCF?

· Work from Home I ~e Your Own Boss.

.,

NOW HIRING

ra~er

, Get P~id for Your Opinion

$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

ITht Student Ntwspap!r Sening IKF Since 1968 I .

tiuta

_Stud·ents To Take ·
Online Surveys For ,~oney:

S'.l'JJ1mNI

,(eukal ·1fodba 1uture

Build your body ·and you bank account.
Local franchise, Two Men and a Truck is
looking for both FT and PT team
members to move residential and
commercial customers. Mast be neat in .
appearan,ce, have clean driv.ing record, ·
' str.ong work ethic, and excellent
· customer service skills. ·we 'offer
excellent wiilges + tips •. and bonuses. Lift
the phone·and call us today!
407-852-0925 We are located west of
the airport at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
conway and Orange Ave.

$250 a day potential

SALES PROFESSIONAL ·
Our client list' features some of the most
progrei?sive campaigns in the world, and
our gowth is averaging_more than 30%
each year. We are THE EVENT
SOURCE, 'one of the country's premier
corporate special events companies. We
need key sales talent to create more '
opportunities. This high-profile role will
est. new partnership and develop existing
· relationships through persistent sales
skills. Creativity, exceptional drive and a
· proven· sales ability will offer the select
candidate the opportunity for ou_tstanding
compensation. Fax your reply, incl. sales
history, to 407-857-7666 or e-mail
asmith@theeventsource.net

"'

LQOO,

$10/wk
$9/wk
$81wli
$1/wk
$1/wk

•

WAREHOUSEfEVENT LEAD
Join the team.
Quickly pull and stage advance orders
Sporting Event Coordinator., Will tra,in.
for rapidly growing Special Event Co in
Must be·willing to travel once month.
Orlando. Exceptional organizational and
. Great pay & compensations.
leadership :?kills a plus. Must be hard
Call Rick at 407-831-5142 #1.
working, hands-on professional. Clean ·
,driving record req. Potential for travel
BEAUTY PAGEANT
and grpwth. Attitude more important than
Ne:ed girls 16-25 to part. No hgt, wgt, or
exp. If you want to get in with a company ' performing talent. All contestants receive
.- be recognized, work hard an'd make a..
hair, make-up and modeling instr.
difference, don't wait to call .
Numerous prizes will be awarded.
407-855-0229 or e-mail
Mar}rLou., 407-275-0513.
asmith@theeventsource.net

Composites - Informal portraits
Student discounts available.
(407) 884-03"0
.
http:llwww.portfolios.com/stefan.

$15/wk
$14/wlc
$13/wk
$1/wk
$1/w.k

Charges lis~ above include an ad of up to five ulles, 35
characters'per line. $1/Wk for each additional.,l.ipe.

(4G,7) 447~SSS

ACTIVISTS WANTED
For campaining to increase Florida's min.
Pool Maintenance: We have ,a route and
wage. Earn $250-400/wk and improve ·
are willing to work with your school
the lives of working families in Florida.
' sched. Must have own true~. All training,
Call Joey@ 407-254-5912 for interview.
equip. & chem. provided. Call Kelley's ,
Pool Specialties at
Florida's Newest Floating Resort is
•.407-642; 1982 for details.
Now Hiring:
.. .Sales and Marketing
..Public Relations
Experienced car detailer needed. PT-FT.
*"Reservation Sales
Magic Suds CarWash. Apply within.
Earn High Commissions
7050 Aloma Ave. Winter Park.
Full/Part Time
407-681-9274.
Fax 321-784-~658 Attn:''Sh~ron
Email Sharonb@oceanclubcruises.com
PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES
*$14/Hour*$14/Hour*
Now Hiring All Positions!
Easy Work, Excellent Pay! ,
www.studentworknow.homestead.com

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

-

s49_99
$50 ~:N11y
.

Discount

so

Oviedo Marketplace
(1700 <Ma:b fl/arl<apace Bl.ti)

Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm

'407-97L;:0771

Nokia 3560

s99_99
2 year
rebate

Student,
Faculty
Discount

•

••
Phone Sales.
M • F 5:30 ·1Q:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11 /hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for Interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.
Winter Springs/Oviedo - Mothers
Helper/Nanny - 8 mo. old twins (boy/girl),
light laundry, dishes,'prep baby meals.
·
Avail. Tues & Thurs.
E-m~ll· resume to: sam@plannedbiz.com.
Finance tutor wanted for downtown
Or~ando area: Monday evenings.
Contact Anita 4o~-898-0941.

BED • Queen Pillow-top set. New, in
plastic, sacrifice $145, can deliver.
407-383-0585.

At:1to mobile detail trailers. lnclosed, full·
equipped, well-designed . Can also be
·us·ed for pressure washirig. Great·buy'I
Leave msg. at 407-496-8617.

'

.Childcare for a 9 mos. boy & 10 yr. old
boy. Days/nights/time may vary. In mY
· home near UCF. \Call 407-384-6641 .

.

No exp. req. ; all looks and ages.
Earn $1'00-$300/day .
1·888;820.0167 xt.' FL01

HOMES FOR RENT UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom' homes for
rent. $S95 to $1295. Call · ·
. 407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com1
to view our rentals. REJMAX 200
Realty~
'
· Roommate/PT Caregiv.er. 4/2 house.
• f1oom/board & $55/weekly. Help
·• bedtime. Alt.' weekends. 52hr/mo. Ind.
'9duc .. 48 yr. .old male w/ narrow muscular
cond. Serioas inq. only. Ref. N/S. N/D.
Quiet. Sanford area. 407-323-7508.
· .' East Orlando • Waterfront and New
Homes! 4/2, 2-car gar., LR, Df'l, FR, eatin·kitchen, every upgrade and most
: options. All appl. im:I! $1290-1390/mo.
· -.
Very ~ice! 407-833-0063.

' Roommates needed for 4/3 house with
pool. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn. Incl. all
'
util. Call Laura at 561 :628-6940.

Awesome Brand New Home
3 great rooms avail. Jan.,·11 mi. to
UCF, community pool, clubhouse,
tennis, lake. $500/mo., yearly lease.
'""cairsherrY '5 .954.75~-2241
''1 bd avail., pool, cable modem.and cable
t.v. Located 3 mi. from UCF through back
roads. $400 INCLUDES ALLlll Contact
·· ·., · Ken@ 40j·658·7904.

· 1

Lake Howell Arms Condominium
1bd/1 ba, privata ct.yd., new kitchen with
. Corian countertops, new,carpet, . ·
· completely re'-done. $59,900.
407-249-8357 or 4()7.43511753

"Gotta Spare Room?

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, 'Q uant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harer (407) 362·2726.

Room in VIiiage of j\lafaya
4/4, $479/mo. and $300 dep., fully furn.,
util. incl., and great rommates! Call
Jennifer 850·637-4635 or
BWaYB.abyJenn@holmail.com

airline special .

CUSTOM -TEE SHIRTS
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
Clubs, groups, organizations,'
departments· and businesses:
For yow quote today call Victoria
Kerensky at 407.313.08'22.

Freie Falun Gong Classes at UCF.
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises.
Relieve stress, Improve tiealth: and
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-4,1 5-8384
or visit www.falunorlando.org.
Fratern ltles-Sororrtres
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundralSer 3
hr. fundralslng event. Our freeprogramsj make fundralslng easy w/
no risks. Fundralslng dates are .fllllng .
qUlckly, so get w/ the program I It
works. Contact CampusFundralser @
(888) 923-3238, or visit
wviw.campusfundralser.com

Lakes. Quiet neigh. 4 min. from UCF.
Comm. pool, tennis, basketball, ect.
, ,
$550/mo. 1'st.·and last. ·$3dO dep.
All util. incl. Call 407-758-39~9.
Efficiency for Rent
Rouse Rd. near Colonial. Private'
. Entrance, single family home, tiled; •..
• everything new, complete kitchenette;
own parking, $500 incl: util. and pest.
t Call 407-810-1895 leave message.

·!
~

,

UCF BUTOKUKAN
Art, Spol'.f & Self-Defense
Coed beginners classes how fqrmlng, no
experience ne.cessary! M 7-9, W 8:30·10,
in the Ed. Bldg's Secondary Gym, Rm
174. Call 362-2492 for Info or .
-lhttp://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams/

·Looking for 18 and over performance
and da9ce competition team members.
Qreat college discounts! _ · ·
Registration held at1 Dance N' Beyond.
407-977-9433.
'

Spring .Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP staius as a
campus rep; Choose from 1,5 of .the
hottest destinations. Book early for free
meals, fre·e drinks and 150% !owe.st P.rice
guarantee. To reserve online·or view our
photo gallery,'vislt www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-Spring Break.

Spring Break • sign up with Student
Expres and get FREE roundtrip airline
tickets·.tci over 15 international
destinations - includirig Aruba,_
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica,
,
Caribbean.hot spots and more.
.
·Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also
a.vaiabie' nowt 1-800·787·3787.
www.studentexpress.com

Male seeks Female

.

;

' .SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/'STS,
America'ef #1' Student Tour Operator 0 •
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco; Bahamas,
. FL. Hiring campus reps, Call for discount
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com. ·

38 yr. qld great catch seeks ?'- woman
who is more interested in pursuing the
joys of life tl)an -adding to the population.
Call 321-363-7298.

•Ho.lieymoon Speciallsts • Local Travel
Agency·wlth 15 years experience in
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and ideas for every ·budget.
Call 407-679·6655 .

' M/F for a 1/1 in a.212 apt. at Pegasus
Pointe. All util. incl'. Internet. Cable. Furn .
. WI[) . Alarm sy&tem. No move-in fees.
$505/mo. 'nict1a@hotmail.com.
·407-926,4696.

.:.

·see l:JOUr branch Por det;~'11s

SPIRITUALITY 101
Pinal Exam '$25,000 1
Open Book Contest on 'Papers 141 • 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
vis)t www.eventodaward.com . .

I

Village at Alafaya Apartment for Lease.
1st mo: free, l!til. incl., fully furn., big bd,
·inciiv. bath, 1 mi. from UCf. $479/mo-. ·
· Call Holly @ 407-928-1684 o·r e-mail
holly10326@cs.com.

~ Fully·furnistied studio apt.· in· Waterford

www.st;at;ray!'!i.CQm! ,

Join th13 Student Entr,e preneur,Society
September 12th from 6·8pm at the
Pegasus Ballroom A'. Become a member,
, ·. free fciod, prices, info about 1stUCF
Business Gompetition, and much more.

Rooms for rent. 1 mile from UCF
campus. W/D.· Fully furnished: ,
$4.7 9/mo. incl. utll. First month free.
Call Emily 407-484-1525.

$470/mo, avail. Jan .~Aug, early mov'e·in
is Dec .. .1 mo. FREE rentlll Fully- .
. furn. and util. incl. NO MOVE-IN FEEi!
, .
Call, Danielle @ 305-972-9025 _· •.
1

·

.

F wanted to sublease in 3/3. at p'e gasus
Landing. Furn., ·ethernet, W/D, and all
util. incl. Avail. Dec. $500/mo.
Call 727-809-3862.

~ ,Room for rent in 4/4 at Northgate Lakes.

60-7·* ·

'Lufthansa.· Ta~e a Pri·end Por $991 *

Higl]lights for short-hair (w/ad)
Barber avail. '@$9.95 cuts/fades
Joy Hair & All. 407-671-S884
· 10012 Univ. Dr. Behind Circle K.

Reasonable rates, _
by the job or by the how.
Reports? Resumes? Letters?
Whatel,'.erl I can help you
make a winning Impression.
407·327--1539
407-325-5781 (cell)
' 1 judeklin@bellsouth.net
*Member UCF Alumni Association*
•

"europe
This is THE trip oP the seaspn! .
Follow the casts' Pobtsteps Prom
Paris to . >> Nice
· » Florence
»Rome
°>> Zermatt
Experie'nce beach Pun, city nights
and m~untain. dreams in 2 weeks . .ENTER' TO,WIN THE trip Por 2'
· or less. starting at$
di; your local P,ranch or
*airf'are not; included

~ Mens $1 S Special!!!

*Versatile Writer-Editor*

2 F N/S.rooms in U.House for
Sprin'g /Summer 04'. $451 w/priv. bath
and $428. Incl. utll., cable, 3 HBO's, and
ethernet. Move-in after fall classes.
Amanda 407-381-5587 leave message.
M needed for loft style, 2-story 4/4 for
$565/mo at Jefferson Lofts. Brand new ~
community, fully furn., resort style pool
' and jacuzzi, fitness center, comp.
'center, game room, WID, and reserved
parking. Admin. fee of $245 waivedlll
Contact Sean ASAP at 4i07-925-2033.

Advanced Fitness Science. ·
Nutriti0nai supplement based on Nobel
Prize research. Increased stamina,
' perfomiance, & ·;ecovery experienced.
·"' F,or info. or free samples. 407-247 -5184.

Drowning In Debt?

Friendly, Responsible; "l/S F (recent
UCF Grad) on a budget needs a
reasonably priced place to stay. Call
Linnea ASAI? @ 407-493-5970. ·

;

· Na11ny./ Err.and Runner.

. Tennis Racket. Stringing $1'0
Bobby Walker 15-205 Pegasus Landing
.
Call 407-362-3718

Local non-profit agency can help stop
- collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce monthly payments by up t0 50%,
· consolidate debts into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDGEMl;:NTAL counseling. In person
or by telephone. Hablamos Espan0I.
" 407-599-0057 ext.203

(407) 619~~0
332? N. Forsythe Rd.

UCF student available Mon,- Thur
' uniill 4:00, all day Fri '· Sun. Exp. Ref.
. Megan 407-595-2538. ·
_
mrobsonsmith @hotmafl.com.

· . Laundry anp h~use~eeping. '
Pick-up & geliv~ry. Good rates.
Call 407-489-2249 or 407-382-5898.

Female ro9mmate wanted to share 4/3 .
. close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
U\ilitiles, internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
.
954-494-8659.

.'~ f •

Winter Spg. area: Mins. from UCF/
downtown. 4Y3 built 2002. 2375 sq. ft. Fr,
place, wd/flrs, scr. porch, 2 car/garage,
gated. ,Rent incl. lawn .. $.1750/mon. . ,
Call·Courtney 407-493-8329.

I

· Fax
"'
'(407) 6'79.-5601.
-_Chef Elijah 32°
Plesident ,·

In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
· GAE, etc. (n home services avaiL ·can
Dr. Greer 1@ 4d7-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo:cqm. . . '

I

Room for rent in large 4/2 house.
$450/mo. inq. all utif.., high speed
internet; extended cable. Close to UCF.
Dean & University area.
·
Call 407-678-4322.

Casselberry/ Redbug 2/2.5, 2 story furn . .
twnhs. Ser. patio, Pool. Inc. lawn serv.
Short-long· lease. $1195/mo. ·
407·365-2354.
Room for rent. Util. incl. $335/mo. incl.
' kitchen, laundry, phone and rnterhet
w/broadband to share. N/S p1ease.
Call Lida at 401-923-9186.

.

teleph
·winte1>f'taik, Ft. 32792

'AC.ADEMIC TUTORING

.M/F for 2 bed/2.5 bath townhouse.
Cambridge Cir. $475/month. All utii'.°incl.
W/O. Call 407-658-1856,
Share furn. :l>d/2ba .condo. M/F,Outside
'smdker, Senior or G rad student.
Swimming pool, jacuzzi,
,_ basketball/tennis, on Econ Trail.
$150+1/2 util. sandy 407-275-0968.

'

1
NEED A LAWYER? ,
CALL A~A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI ,·
Personal 'Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp.; Divorce/ Marital Caw,
Corporate, Immigration,
,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Willsi Probate,' AU-Civil & Criminal Matters.
1·800r733·5342. ·

Attention all UCF Acura, l'ipnda, Import
-ahd domestic ownersl Need quality auto
. repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified* and beats
most independent shop rates!
1995 Blue Ford Contour.
115k hwy miles. Garage kept. V-6. A/C.
-Blue-grey/fabric inter.
Price negotiable.
Leave msg. at 407-763-5155

.

DO SOME PEOPLE Ai;irioy You? Don't
Get Mad. Get First Class Revenge ..
Humurou& revenge letters
let you push th~ir buttons back ..
www.FirstClassReveRge.com

II DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES II

M/F t'o share beautiful clean 2 .story
house w/ grad. stud. 3/bed/2.5 bath. W/D
Private 2nd floor room. 112 m from _UCF.
$500 rent inc. util. cable, internet.
-Call 407-359·8399. " .

Nanny neede.d now. FT, $450/wk, 5
days, 2 children, live In or out.
' Apopka area. Info a~ 352-376-5008,
Noah's Ark Nanny Placement Agency.

I

98 Ford Mustang
Rec( 91 k mi., clean, non-smoking,.
private owner. $4,995' neg.
Call 407·917·8539.

Looking for roommate to share 3/2
home on Dean Rd. min. from UCF. .
High1speed Internet~ dlgltal cable,
W/D and util. incl. .for $500/mo. Call '
407-721-3945.

Movie . E~tras/Models Needed

,
Medications Online & Shipped
"OVERNIGHT' to Your Dormroom. *No ·
Waiting Rooms. *No Embarrassment. '
PHENTERMINE, VIAGRA, PROPECIA,
SOMA, PROZAC. GetMedsFast.com·

SALE:
[~FOR
~ Automot ive

-

.' ·

GetMed~Fast.com - Order ¥our

BED
Full size mattress set, new, w/warranty,
$95. 407~275-0935.

M/F college student wanted to live in
Fox Hunt. Close to campus. Crean 2/2
condo. $400/mos. + i /2 util.
4 07-256-5316.

~· .

***RESUMES***
$49.95 student ·special.
FREE cover letter included.
Call 407-268-4734 or email:
resumeservices@cfl.rr.com

·Excellent income potential!

Waterford Lakes, UCF, VCC Area
1 or 2 bd In a nice house near Curry Ford
Road and Alaf~ya Trail, (10 min. ,.
bicycling to Waterford Lakes Mall).' Close
·to 417 and 408. Pool', tennis, basketball,
• softball, jogging, fishing, pool table
' Call (407)760·· 07.68, $495 util. incl.
N/S wanted for furn., super clean 3/2
house. $350/mo +util.' Call 407-695-5648
t or 321-299-3367.

Need extra ca.sh?
$500 • $1500 prf.
Free Information.
www.everythlng2galn.cori
'

Cheap Uvinglll $415/ino. Incl. utll.,
wireless Internet, cable, and W/D. Clean;
laid back, resp. student preferred.
Call Eric@ (407) 482-0864.

Spring I Summer Sublease.

414 apt Pegasus Landing. Furn. W/D.
Utilities incl. $500/mo.
·
Shuttle to campus.
Call Siiimantha 407-36272627

Hale Grad Stuc;lent seek~ 2 M/F
for 412 house, large lot, nice area, .•

;

r new flo0rlng, hot tub, close to UCF.
' W/D, laW!l care, water (cap), phone,
cable, high-speed inter.net, storage,
$435/"!0. Call Brett: 321-230-0658.

.

· New, complete with table, chal~s. lit
' hutch and buffett, $795.
. 407-383-0585. \

.

, UCF/OVIEDO •A professional couple,
I • 42127 wanting to share 7 rooms, 3

' bedl'.OOms, 2 bath. Our horn~ is 5 yrs. o!d
~ mile from ucr. The rent ·
! INCL. ALL UTILS. Other ame(lities incl.
~ pool, gym, tennis courts, & b-ball courts.
~ Must see to appreciate. Roommate must
~
be friendly, hc;me!!t, caring, dean, .
respectful & open. minded. You will have ,
total privacy and free digit.al cable & digital
• modem. Great place for the serious _
:
student or professional.
• $500/mo. $150 dep. Call 407-920~8255 ..

. ;.- Beige sofa. Good conditiol). '
( .
Call 407-230-2784,

, & less than

Best Webs Online
www.jrfigueroa.biz
oooks'.,travel, movies, more...
www.compelectro.com
· Mp3, Music,•Computers, Supplies, More...
,

t

Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk.
subdivision off of Mcculough. Gre.a t
\ 4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv' · ,
•·room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo. + u!il. Call 407-971-2428.
-· Alafaya Woods. 10 mins from UCF via
backroads. F W!'lnted to,share 3/2 w/ F :
, grad. & dog. OwA bath, prem. cable,_
high speed internet, grill, W/D; yar<;J. ·
$,425/mo. + 1/2 util. Call 407·4~1-2397.

. · Bedroom Furniture .
Dresser w/ mirror.Chest of Drawe(s,
Nightstand and Clothesrack
All real wood w/ glass tops -- $300
msalazar@pegasys.cc.ucf.edu for pie.
.

.I

f?EDROOM SET
I
6 pieces; nt:1w in boxes, $450.407-275-0612.

Brand new 4/2'.5 house. Fully furn.
• $387.50 + util./mo. East Colonial area.
t
Call Drew 9q4·608-0615.

Buy, sell, trade._Anything anc;l everything.
Limited offer. Sell anything $2 for' full
month 'ad. Save youcself some money at .
·
XYZTrader.com. ,
·
1

M/F. ROOMMATE WANTED IN 3/2
HOME IN OVIEDO.
:r
$350/MO. INCL. EVERYTHING..
CALL STEFF@ 407·971-9245

BRAND NEW GA.S SCOOTERS
' From $765. Great gas 'mileage. Up
tci 85 MPG! No motorcycle DL
required. 1.5% off to all UCF students
,
with valid IDs.
407. 765.3076 scootersGenl~.com.

F. 18-27 yr. old. 3 bedroom/ 2 bath home.
· O.viedo area/5 mins, from UCF.
.
' Safe, quiet neighborhood_. '
· Inexpensive/negotiable rent. New appl.
W/D. 2 car,gar. Qall 407-977-5951.

~

:Computer Monitors • Name Brands, .
refurbished, 15" ~ .$25, 17" - $45,
19" ·" $65. Color printers, $25. Accesories
. avail. 30 day warranty. 407-221-8240.
. ~ww.davesb~rgaino!Jtlet.com

.
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Dr. Charles Ar.ias, D.D.S.·
316 N. Alrifaya Trail, Suite 701

407-382-6122

INTERNET· BIR,GA·INS
www.BaileysBlowoutBargains.com
,NEW MERCHANOI,

.BARGAIN PRICES

· www.BaileysRetailOutlet.com
ONE. STOP FOR 200 SHOPS

\,

'

ACROSS
f Rip 6ff
.
5 Border upon
.9 Bolivian capital
14 Fast-food option
15·Restaurant
reading ·
16 D-Day beach
1'7 Son of Judah
18 Scotland
19 Rouse
20'Dunce
22 Marauding mob
·2 4 Big Ben info
25 Massaehusetts
fruits
.
2·8 Actor McKern
29 Way~ to take
32 Steam engine
pioneer
· 3B Muse of poets
39 Clay, today
40 Brakes
42 _ compos
mentis
43 Gasps
46 Swirling
copiously
49 Call for ·
51 We,shington's bill
52 Play-by-the-rules
chap
59 Go away!
61 Sporteil
62 Thomugh
examination
63 Abdul or
Poundstone
65 Brown shades
67 Caesar's last
date?
68 Followed a
trajectory
69 Questionable
contraction?° •
70 Cozy home
71 Soottisayers
72 Bowl .over
73 L~aves

~/15/08

\I:> 2003 Tnbune Me<l!o S..rvlocs1 lno.
All rights , ....,,od.

7 Remove bridles

Sponsored py

8 Henry Vlll's last
name
9 Dejected
1O Pastime athlete·
11 Karachi rnan
12 MteAtion-getter
13:Wrifer Grey J
2t L:ower.aigits · ·
23. Ripe bVildup _;.,
26 PJopel~·a shell
27 ·nie Bells" poet
30 Bor\Cl's alma
mater
31 Tune
32 Quip
33 Arkin or King
34 Green
condiment
35 Smith.and Gore
DOWN
•
· 1 Indifferent kind . 36 Drag ·
37 Only even prime 48 Shad relative
of guy
2 Multiunit,
number
50 Statute
complex, briefly 41 Santa's laundry 53 Greek letters
problem
3 Encorel
54•Legendary
chalice ·
44 Squealer
4 Eye piece ,
5 Actress Irving
45 Guy's address
55 Salon tint
6 c;>oatee, e.g.
47 Lose one's cool 56 .Copland ballet

57 Quite chubby
58 Ad11m and
Rebecca·
59 Hot tubs
.·so Concern
64 Mad. Ave. output '·
66 Pigpen

'--~~~_,;,,~_P_l_ea_s_e_s_e_e~·~o_l~_t_io_n_s_o_n~Pa_g_e~A-2~~~~~___.~
"
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· · ·.PEGASUS LANDING

PEGASUS POINTE
I

.·

I

UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING

2635 College Knight Court • Orlando,

UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING

FL 32826

..

1-888-999-1-580
V 2 swimming pooJs
V' 2 basketball courts
V 2 sand volleyball courts
V hot tub

'

12440 Golden Knight Circle· Orlando, FL 32817

'

ti' cosponsored univ. activities
planned social calendar
ti' all utilities included*
. · ~ fully furnished rooms
ti' indoor fitness·center
- ti' washer & dryers
t/ stude~t services center with V cable TV
state-of-the:-art computers : ti' free Ethernet & local phone
r/ game room
V alarm systems ·
v· media lounge
. V UCF direct shuttle

'

'i

1-888-999-6955 ' ."

ti' 3 game Rooms
3 pools and fitness centers

v

V

V
, 3 tennis courts .

.'
3 basketball courts
.' V ·3 sand volleyball courts
' · II UCF direct shuttle
V tanning beds
acad~mic advising on-site
ti

v

College Park Lifeworks-Staff.a nd Services On-Site!

t/ cosponsored univ, activities
t/ f uJly furnished
V private bathrooms
· '
t/ all utilities include4*
v washer & dryers
t/ cable TV with HBO 1, 2, 3
V free Ethernet & local phone
V alartn S)'.Stems

UCF Residence Life Staff and Services O'n-Site!

lis_it Us For A tour .f>r Apply Qn-L.i ne w. w.collegepark~or~ucf
'

'
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